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exponent in the Mark-Houwink equation
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second and third virial coefficients
3

B

adjustable parameter

b

effective bond length

c

concentration of a solute; constant in Flory's
asymptotic expression for the molecular
expansion factor

C
M

parameter in Flory1s theory of the molecular
expansion factor, equation (12b), Part I

C

refractive index correction factor
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correlation function, equation (7), Part III
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element of solid angle
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total deflection for the solution
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refractive index increment

f
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o
F2(h)

normalization constant, equation (28b), Part I

structure factor of a particle, equation (2),
Part III
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factor in Horta's expression for the subchain
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11
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equation (2b), Part I
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sedimentation coefficient
exponent, equation (28a), Part I
absolute temperature
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polarized scattered radiation
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h 2<R2>
function in Fujita's derivation, equation (35a)
Part I
excluded volume parameter, equation 14, Part I
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Part I
molecular expansion factor
expansion factor of a subchain
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polarizabilities of the optical segments
parameter of excluded volume effects
constant, equation (25b), Part I
segmental anisotropy parameter
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subchain in the molecule
intrinsic viscosity
relative viscosity
specific viscosity
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X
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theta temperature
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wavelength in a medium
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wavelength in a vacuum
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osmotic pressure
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factor in equation (24b), Part I; Flory
viscosity constant
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electron density; density of a solution
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pu

V Hh
V Vu

p

H /V
V

a

v v
equation (28c), Part I

ABSTRACT
I.

Intramolecular Particle Scattering Function in Good
Solvent Media
This work presents the derivation of an expression

for the intramolecular particle scattering function, P{h),
under the influence of good solvent effects.
•t
sin hr. .
P(h) = — S Z <— j— —
N l j
hr.j

(1)

The derivation of the scattering function assumes a Gaussian
distribution of segments in the polymer chain such that
sin h r ^
(2)
<----- il> = exp(-h2<r2 .>/6) .
hr. .
^
i:
An approximate expression for the second moment, <r?.>, and for
J*3
the subchain expansion factor,
are assumed,
<r?.>
XJ - |i-j |b2ct? ■,

(3a)

a?j = 1 + (1-Bn2)(KN)l/sp l/s,

(3b)

where b is the effective length of a segment, B is a constant,
p =

|i-j|/N, K is a parameter of excludedvolumeeffects, and

n =

iil - 1 gives the location of a subchainin the polymer
N
molecule. Performing the appropriate substitutions and inte
grations produces an asymptotic particle scattering function,
P(x,a ).
s

This scattering function depends on the parameters
XL

where 0 is the angle of observation, and <R2> and <R2>0
are the radii of gyration in good and theta solvents,
respectively.

The function P(x,a ) is valid for values of
s

x >_ 10.
Comparisons of the present theoretical scattering
function with experimental scattering data show good agree
ment between the two functions.
XI.

Aggregation of Polyoxyethylene in Dilute Solutions
The aggregation of polyoxyethylene (POE) in dilute

solutions of benzene, chloroform, methanol and dioxane was
studied by light scattering.

These data reveal that POE

aggregates in benzene and chloroform, while in methanol and
dioxane the polymer is essentially molecularly dispersed.
The light scattering envelopes of dilute solutions of POE in
benzene and chloroform showed strong upward curvatures despite
the fact that the polymer fractions have a broad molecular
weight distribution.

This upward curvature is characteristic

of spherical or branched systems.
POE in solutions of benzene and chloroform also shows
a large anisotropy and an angular dependence of the polarized
components Hv , V^.

The light scattering data point toward the

x iii

existence of aggregates, of POE in benzene and chloroform
which are of a compact nature and highly anisotropic.

These

aggregates are stable with respect to time and temperature
effects.
Viscosity and sedimentation measurements of POE in
benzene and methanol failed to reveal significant differences
between the hydrodynamic properties of the aggregated and
molecularly dispersed POE.
III.

Low Angle X-Ray Studies of Hemoglobin in Aqueous
Solutions
The size, shape and volume of oxy- and deoxy hemoglobin

in aqueous solutions at pH = 7.0 were measured by light
scattering.

The effect of 2,3 diphosphoglycerate (DPG) on

these parameters was also investigated.
The results of the analysis show that the radii of
gyration and volumes are the same for both oxy- and deoxy
hemoglobin.

The presence of DPG does not have any detectable

effect on the molecular parameters.
A study of the shape of hemoglobin in aqueous solutions
was made by comparisons of the experimental scattering function
P(h) with theoretical functions corresponding to a uniform
sphere, a uniform ellipsoid, a hollow cylinder, and a regular
tetrahedral arrangement of four identical uniform touching
spheres.

The last model is the most realistic one in light of

the results of X-ray diffraction studies on hemoglobin in the
solid state.

Numerical calculations of the scattering

function of the tetrahedral arrangement produce good agree
ment with experimental data at the lower scattering angles
and a fair agreement at the higher angles.

INTRAMOLECULAR PARTICLE SCATTERING FUNCTION
IN GOOD SOLVENT MEDIA
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The interaction of a beam of electromagnetic radiation
with particles composing a medium induces dipole moments in
such particles.

These induced oscillating dipoles eventually

reemit the energy.

The energy is reemitted in all directions

and has essentially the same frequency as that of the incident
radiation.

This type of reemission is called scattering.

When the incident radiation has a frequency of radiation in
the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum the pheno
menon is called light scattering.

This phenomenon and its

application to study of macromolecules in solution are the
subject of the work presented in this chapter.

i
Figure 1. Scattering of Radiation at an Angle
from the Incident Beam
Consider Figure 1, where points i and j represent two
scattering points in a polymer molecule.

The incident beam,

which has an intensity I

and a wave propagation vector k ,
o
o
interacts with the scatterers. Radiation with intensity

I (0) and a wave propagation vector £ is reemitted and
s
observed at an angle 0 from the incident beam. The distance
between point scatterers i and j is expressed by the vector
r^_..

The magnitude of the difference between the wave vectors

is called h, and h = -^sin0/2 where X is the wavelength of
the incident radiation on the medium.

When an observer is

placed directly on the beam (angle of observation of 0°), all
scattered rays are in phase and reinforce one another.

At

angles of observation larger than 0°, waves arising from dif
ferent scattering elements in the polymer chain will not be
in phase with one another, and destructive interference will
occur.

This interference will result in decreased scattered

intensity with increased angle of observation.

This angular

dependence of scattered intensity is expressed in terms of a
function P(h), called the intramolecular scattering function
which is defined as P(h) - R(0)/R(O), where R(0) is the
scattered intensity at angles of observation larger than 0°,
and R(0) is the scattered intensity at 0°.
Knowledge of the intramolecular scattering function is
important because it furnishes information about the shape and
size of particles in solution.

This function is obtained by

studying the scattering behavior of dilute polymer solutions
of different concentrations in a manner discussed below.
The theory of light scattering has been thoroughly
studied and discussed by many authors and an extensive

literature is available (1-4). For this reason the present
work will be limited to mentioning the relevant equations for
treating light scattering data and the methods for obtaining
the scattering function P(h) and some molecular parameters.
The equation derived for light scattered by polymers
in dilute solutions is:
Kc
1
----- = ------- + 2A c + 3A c 2 + . . .
R (0)

V ( h )

K = ggfp.o

N 2XA o

2

(dn) 2

dc

(ia)

3

(lb)

'

dn
where — -— is the refractive index increment, fT is the
dc
w
weight average molecular weight, and A and A are the second
2

3

and third virial coefficients, respectively.
The terminology "virial coefficient" is taken from
gas theory.

These coefficients include interactions between

polymer chains and solvent molecules as well as those between
chains themselves.

The nature of these coefficients is such

that when working with a thermodynamically poor solvent where
the net forces of attraction and repulsion resulting from the
interaction between the polymer chains, and between polymer
chains and solvent molecules, effectively cancel each other,
the so-called 0 condition, these coefficients become zero.
When working with a thermodynamically good solvent, the
attractive interactions of the segments of the polymer chain
with the solvent molecules increase.

Under this condition

the virial coefficients become larger than zero.
The scattering function P(h) is given by the equation

where <R2> represents the average mean square radius of
z
gyration and the subscript z refers to a z average of a
property of a polydisperse polymer.

The radius of gyration

represents a measure of the extension of the polymer chain in
the solvent (1-5).

This expression will be discussed in more

detail in the next section.
For dilute solutions, equation (la) becomes:
KC = =-{1 + ~
R(0)
3

<RZ> + . . .}+ 2A c + . . .(3)
2
z

Zimm (3) suggested a way of plotting the scattering infor
mation that is used in equation (3).

The method consists of

a plot of Kc/R(0) versus kc + sin 0/2, where k is an arbi
trary constant and c is the concentration in g/ml.

Extrapola

tion to zero concentration provides the intramolecular
scattering function:
P_ i(h) = {Kc/R(9)}c=o
{Kc/R(e)} C = 0

^

{4)

The shape of the molecule can be deduced from the shape of the
angular envelope provided that polydispersity is either absent
or a correction for it can be made.
Extrapolation of the scattering curves to zero angle
of observation provides the dependence of the scattered
intensity on concentration.

From the initial slope of this

line the second virial coefficient is obtained.

It can be

seen that extrapolation of scattering data to the limit of
infinite dilution and zero angle of observation reduces the
equation to:
{-££-}
= i_ ,
R(S> g:S; \
from which the molecular weight can be obtained.
It has been the goal of many authors to derive a
theoretical expression for the intramolecular scattering
function.

The developments in this field will now be seen.

The scattering from all segment pairs i and j of a
single flexible molecule composed of N segments is given by
equation (5), which also defines the intramolecular
scattering function (5).
_ ,* \
l
P(h) = N

^ „ sin hrj ^
?
Z------ li>
i ?i <— hr.,
*D
The various symbols have already been defined.

(5)

Two averaging processes have to be considered to
obtain the function P(h). The first involves averaging over
all spatial orientations of the chain without change in shape
due to bond rotations.

The second averaging process, indicated

by brackets, is over the accessible distances r, ,. This
ID
average involves the change in the configuration of the chain
because

of flexibility of the segments.Simplification of

this averaging process isbrought about

by assuming that the

averaging depends on the difference |i-j] alone and that the
distribution of all intramolecular dimensions is represented
by its limiting form valid for large values of Ii-jI (5,6).

With these assumptions and for large values of N, equation
(4) is replaced by equation (6),
W(r,Np)dpdr
where p

(6)

, -----------------

^ribution
til
til
function for the distances r.. between the j
and the i
13
elements of the chain.
Due to the nature of the assumption used in obtaining

equation (6), that is, use of the limiting form of distri
bution function of segment distances, ji-j|, the equation
ignores contributions of segments separated by relatively
short segments of chain.

These distances may not be appro

priately represented by the limiting distribution function.
However, the error involved in neglecting this situation has
been found to be small with one provision, that the entire
molecular chain is much larger than the rigid regions.
Flory and Jernigan (7), following the rigorous
treatment by Nagai (8) for the expression foreexpanded it as shown by equation (7a).

If a Gaussian distribution function for distances r..
is assumed, or if the actual distribution is not very differ
ent from a Gaussian, higher terms in the expansion in equation
(7a) vanish or are negligible (7-9).

The equation becomes:

10

THERMODYNAMICALLY IDEAL SOLVENT
In a thermodynamically ideal solvent, since forces of
attraction and repulsion existing in solution are assumed to
exactly cancel each other, the polymer chain is said to be in
an unperturbed state.

In such a case the relationship between

end to end distances and subchain or chain length are given
by equation (8):
<r2 .>
•*■3
<r2>

= b 2 |i-j| mean square distance
between segments i and j
= Nb2

mean square end to end
distance /

(8a)

(8b)

where b and N are the length of a segment and total number of
segments, respectively (8).
By substituting equation (8a) into (7b) and (7b) into
(6),

and performing the integration, the well-known Debye

intramolecular scattering function (10), given by equation
(9), is obtained.
P(x) = ^— (e X-l+x) ,
x2

(9)

where x = h 2<R2>.
This equation is applicable to linear Gaussian coils,
that is, linear coils the distribution of which follow a
Gaussian form of distribution.

This equation applies for

monodisperse polymers in dilute solution and essentially at
the 0 condition since equation (7a) does not include good
solvent effects.

However, it has been found that if solvent

11

effects are included, using the measured value of <R2> in the
equation if the molecular weight is not very high, the equa
tion (8) is in good agreement with experimental data.

Even

for high molecular weights the equation agrees well with
experiment for values of x between 0 and 10. (11)
It is nevertheless important to study the effect on
the particle scattering function of the interactions between
the chain segments and solvent molecules in good solvent,
since good solvents affect the behavior of the intramolecular
scattering function for x larger than 10.

The effect of good

solvents on the scattering function is manifested in a down
ward curvature when P_1(h) is plotted versus x.

For mono-

disperse polymer in ideal solvents this type of curve shows
upward curvature as predicted by the Debye equation.
GOOD SOLVENT EFFECTS
Two or more segments remote from one another along
the chain cannot occupy the same volume element at the same
time because of their finite volumes. Repulsive forces will
be altered by the nature of the solvent.

By virtue of the

interaction between polymer segments and good solvent mole
cules the repulsion arising from the finite volume of the
segments is reinforced.

Intramolecular interactions of this

sort are referred to as excluded volume effects in the polymer
chain (12) . They are also known as long-rrange interference
effects due to their long-range nature.
A polymer chain under the conditions described above

12

is experiencing a perturbation with the effect of increasing
its extension in solution.

An estimate of this perturbation

is obtained by comparing the radius of gyration in the good
solvent with that in the unperturbed state, or 0 condition.
This relationship is given by equation (10):

<R2>0
where

= a2 ,
s

a2 > 1
s —
I

(10)

is called the expansion factor of the polymer chain

in the good solvent.

It is a measure of the extent to which

a molecular dimension is perturbed by the excluded volume
effect.

If the quantitites measured are the end to end

distances of the chains in the good and poor solvents a
similar quantity is defined, as given by equation (11):
5£il = a2
<r2> 0
r

(11)

Knowledge of the polymer expansion factor is of
primary importance in the study of excluded volume effects.
A good deal of work has been devoted to the development of
theoretical expressions for the expansion factor (11).

Of

the different approaches taken, the ones considered more
relevant for the purpose of this work will be described here.
Flory was one of the first of a series of investiga
tors to attempt a study of the excluded volume effect (12,13)
Using a model of a polymer chain consisting of a Gaussian
distribution of segments he derived an expression for the
expansion factor as given by equation (12).

(12b)
This expression does not differentiate between the ct and the
r
a expansion factors. The factor \H1~-) represents the
s
T
solvent power, with ip as an entropy parameter associated with
the polymer chain segments and solvent molecules, © is the
temperature at which the solvent is thermodynamically
ideal,

and z is the excluded volume parameter as defined in

equation (14) .
t

In equation (12b) v is the polymer partial

specific volume, v

o

the molecular volume, and N the Avogadro
A

number.
Theoretical expressions for a
and a have been
r
s
derived using perturbation theory (12,13). Details of these
derivations will not be given here.

The results obtained are

given in terms of the theoretical expressions presented in
equation (13), where z is the excluded volume parameter.
a 2 = 1 + 1.33z - 2.0 7 5 z 2+ . .

(13a)

a 2 = 1 + 1.276z - 2.087z2+ .

(13b)

r

s

The validity of these equations is limited to the range of
small

z, that is, in the vicinity of the 0 temperature.

Contributions to the expansion factors from terms of order
higher than one of the excluded volume parameter (first order
perturbation theory) have the effect of decreasing the
magnitude of the expansion factor.

Comparison of these

equations with Flory's, equation (12), shows a correspondence

between the two theories as expressed by equation (14) .
z =

—A t
3V 2

C_Jj(1-0/T)M1/2
M

(14)

Flory's equation can be rewritten in the form:
a 5 - a 3 = 2.60z
In the range of small

d 5)

z , this equation can be

expressed as:
a 2 = 1 + 2.60z + . . .

(16)

The factor of z in this equation is larger than that
predicted by the first order perturbation theory, equation
(13).

In an effort to have both theories correspond with

each other, Flory’s equation has been modified by adjusting
the numerical factors (14,16).

The modified version of

Flory's equation is given by the set of expressions below:
a* - a 3 = 1 z

(17a)

ot5 - a 3 = ^31 z
s
s
105

(17b)

For cases where the excluded volumeparameter
large, an adaptation of the equation has been

is

given(12 )

as

shown in equation (18)lim a 5 = cz
This equation is of the Flory type and predicts a fifth
order dependence of the expansion factor on the excluded

(18)

15

volume parameter.

The value of the parameter c is nearly

equal to that given by the modified Plory equations.

This

asymptotic expression has been assumed to describe fairly well
the behavior of the expansion factor on the range of the
experimentally accessible excluded volume parameter.
A uniform expansion of the polymer chains in good
solvents has been assumed in the derivation of the expressions
described above.

Thus these expansion factors represent the

behavior of the molecule as a whole.

Horta (17), following

the boson formalism introduced by Fixman (18) , derived an
expression for a subchain expansion factor/ a . .. Equation
xj
(19) defines this factor.
4

4

2
1
2 (Y2 ,cos
" COS
aii = k
nZ,
rr2(
----1
1
------------------<19a)
P £=1 l+G
ju

P -

(19b)

° i “ a*

( 1 9 c >

The factor G controls the extent of distortion of the
%

polymer chain under excluded volume effects.

The expansion

factor a defines a uniformly expanded chain and g
number.

is a

The factor z is the excluded volume parameter

defined in equation (14).

This expression then accounts for

the nonuniform expansion of a chain by considering the
location of the subchain in the molecule.
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PREVIOUS WORK
An attempt to find a more suitable equation for the
scattering function P(h) than the one derived by Debye, when
perturbations as described above exist, has been the goal of
many authors.
Loucheux et. al. (19), Ptitsyn (20), Benoit (21), and
Hyde et. al. (22,23) have derived scattering functions in
which excluded volume effects are included.

The inclusion of

these effects is accomplished by defining the mean square
distance between segments i and j of a chain by equation (20 ):
(20)

<r?.> = |i-j|1+e b 2 •

The exponent e, which represents the parameter of excluded
volume effects, is zero for theta solvents and positive for
good solvents.

Substituting equation (20) into equation (6 )

gives a form for the scattering function P(h) as expressed
by equation (21 ).
P(h) = 2 fl (l-p)exp[-x(l+f£+|i)p1+e]dp
o

6

6

(21)

When the polymer is in poor solvent and the 0 condition
exists, £ is zero and the function reduces to the Debye form.
Equation (21) was obtained for the limits of small and large
values of x.

For the limit of large values of x, for which

the excluded volume effects on P(h) are observed, the
resulting expression is given by equation (22 ):
=

2 rr{l/(l+e)> _ F { 2 / (1+e)} .
1+e x i/(i+e)
x 2/ (i+e) J*

(22)
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Polydispersity of the polymer system affects the
scattering function in the same manner as does the excluded
volume effect.

Loucheux et. al. (19) derived a function in

which this is considered.
P(M

= _

2

The result is equation (23).
u n r{i/(i+s)> ^ r { 2 / u + e ) }

NnNw (1+e)
where

and

x V ( 1+£)

(231

x 2/(i+e) J

are the number average and weight average

degree of polymerization, respectively.

This expression

allows, at least in principle, quantitative information on
good solvent effects as well as on polydispersity of the
polymer fraction.
The parameter e must be known to enable comparison
with the experimentally obtained P(h). Two methods for
evaluating it have been suggested by Loucheux (19).

The

first method requires plotting the scattering envelope in the
form of log P- 1 (h) versus log (3^.
n

2

. The slope of the

line at high values of the abscissa equals e.
has been found to overestimate the value of e.
method is based on viscosity data.

This method
The second

It uses the empirical

Mark-Houwink (24) and the Flory-Fox (25) viscosity equations,
tn] = K'Ma ,

(24a)

v 3 /2

Cnl * 4

.

(24b)

Substitution of equation (20) for the case where |i—j| = N
into equation (24b) and comparing with equation (24a), the
parameter e becomes e =

■ Since the exponent a lies in

the range 0.5 < a < 0.8, the excluded volume parameter e
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has values between 0 and 0.2

Comparisons of Ptitsyn's

scattering function using experimental scattering data and
using values of e calculated by this method have been
performed (11).

Use of this parameter as calculated has the

effect of overestimating the good solvent effect.

However,

as Carpenter and Smith have shown (11), the theory fits the
experimental scattering function P(h) if e is considered as
an adjustable parameter.
Koyama calculated the scattering function for chain
polymers affected by excluded volume effects (26).

The

derivation was based on the assumption that the mean square
distance between segments i and j is given by equation (25),
<r2 .> = Npb2a(p)

(25a)

a(p) - 1 + £p

(25b)

where a(p)

,

is the subchain expansion factor and 5 is a

constant the value of which depends on the expansion factor
for the whole molecule as defined by equation (19).
symbols have the usual meaning.

The other

Performing the appropriate

substitutions, the scattering function is represented by the
integral in equation (26):
P(h) * 2 Z 1 (1-p)expI-xpa(p)]dp

(26a)

x = h 2<R2>

(26b)

0

0

.

For values of x larger than ten
be expressed as:

the scattering function can
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P<h) = 1 -

x

2ry{l-3<2£) + 3 .5(2£)2 _ ^

Xz

X

(27)

X

where y - (l+£).
The equation reduces to the Debye equation for a = 1
since then 5 = 0 .

No experimental data were used to compare

with this theoretical expression.
Another approach taken to study the excluded volume
effects on the scattering function has been starting with the
assumption of a non-Gaussian distribution of segments in the
polymer chain.

The model taken has been that of a lattice of

non-self-intersecting chains as the basis for the
of such distribution function.

evaluation

Domb, Gillis and Wilmers (27)

have derived a generalized distribution function as expressed
by equation (28):
W(r)dr = CNr^exp[-(R/a)^]dr

(28a)

C

(28b)

N

=
at+ir<l+l/t)

a 2 = <r2> --.(?•
.
T(l+3/t)

(28c)

Mazur et. al. (28, 29) adopted this model,

consider

ing St, ~ 2, and the equation takes the form of equation (29),
C

W(r,Np> = —

2

t/2

exp[--£iS£§iE-— ]r2dr ,
<r. ,>3/ 2
r{3/t)<r?.>

(29)

where C is the normalization constant and the parameter t is
N
related to the volume exclusion effect in a manner given by
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equation (32).

The mean square distance of chain segments is

still expressed in equation (11).

After the appropriate sub

stitutions, and after integration in the case of large values
of x, the particle scattering function is obtained which is
dependent on parameters x, t, and

e.

For the polymer in good

solvent media e =0.2, t = 3, and the scattering function
reduces to equation (30).
P(h) = (1.409/x° *8 33) - (0.6273/x1*66 7)

(30)

In the case of e = 2 and t = 2, the equation becomes:
P(h) = (1.68 /x°•8 33) -

(1.152/x* *6 67) #

(3i)

The particle scattering function in equation (31) corresponds
the expression derived by Ptitsyn et. al. in which a pseudoGaussian distribution is assumed, that is, t = 2.

For an

ideal solution, e = 0, t = 2, and Mazur's scattering function
reduces to the Debye function.

The value of e chosen for a

polymer in good solvent is 0.2, and that of t, 3.

These

parameters, as given, overestimate the effect of excluded
volume.

A better fit with experimental data is obtained if

the Fisher scaling argument (30), which relates the parameters
c and t, is used.
t =

1-e

(32)

This will be seen in Chapter 2 where numerical comparison of
this theory with experimental results is performed.
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Sharp and Bloomfield (6 ) followed a procedure similar
to that of the previous authors.

They chose to work with the

Domb, Gillis and Wilmers distribution function for end to end
distances.

However, instead of assigning a value of £ = 2,

they used the relationship t = £ *

1-e

, making £ also

dependent on the excluded volume parameter.

The scattering

function obtained has the form of an infinite series.
Utiyama, Kurata et. al. followed a procedure similar
to Sharp and Bloomfield for derivation of the scattering
function (31).

However, instead of fixing £ = t, they

considered £ to be an arbitrary parameter which takes values
within the range 2 _< £ _< 3.
The value of SL for a given experimental curve was
obtained by comparing theoretical scattering curves corres
ponding to different values of £ until a fit with the
experimental data was found.

This type of curve fitting led

to values of £ slightly larger than t, with £ increasing with
increase in the excluded volume parameter e.

As before, t

was obtained by the Fisher scaling argument.

The authors

studied experimental scattering functions of samples of polya-methylstyrene with sharp molecular weight distribution and
high molecular weight in benzene at 30°C.

The results for

P(x) of those fractions are shown in Figure 2 together with
comparisons of their scattering functions (III) and those
derived by Debye (IV), Ptitsyn (I), and Sharp and Bloomfield
(II).

The experimental scattering curve fits Utiyama*s

theory over the whole range of x, while the other theories
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Figure 2. Comparisons of Light Scattering
Results for Poly-a-methylstyrene in Benzene
at 30°.C with Various Theoretical Intra
molecular Scattering Functions (31)
I.

Ptitsyn (I

- t = 2; e ~ -.14)

II., Sharp and Bloomfield (2, = t = 2/1-e; e = 0.14)
III,
IV.

Utiyama and Kurata (£
e = .0.14)
Debye U = t = 2; e =0)

= 2,5j t = 2/1-e;

IP
9

*7

Z

0
0

S O

0 1

xP(x)
S'l

oz
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(I and II) overestimate the excluded volume effect at high
values of x.

The perfect agreement obtained by Utiyama

et. al. was not surprising in view of the consideration of &
as an adjustable parameter.
Using the definition of the expansion factor for a
subchain as expressed in equation (19), Horta derived a
scattering function which includes the excluded volume
effect (17).

The mean square distance between chain seg

ments, defined by equation (33)
<r?.> = Nbzpa2.. ,
13
ij

(33)

was substituted in equation (7b). This distribution of chain
segments assumed is then a non-uniform Gaussian function, and
depends only on the excluded volume parameter z as defined in
equation (14).

This dependence is through the presence of

the excluded volume force constant G

defined in equation

(19c), which is a function of the dimensionless parameter z.
This approach implies a non-uniform expansion of chain units
under the perturbing effects of good solvents.

The scattering

function is given in the form of the integral,

P(h) = §2
(34)
N ^?di -rid3exp(-Xpa?XJ■)
Calculations of the scattering function P(x) requires
knowledge of the excluded volume parameter z.The author
performed calculations of P(x) as a function of xby

assign

ing values of z and compared with other theoretical expres
sions.

This comparison showed that Horta1s expression
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behaves similarly to Ptitsyn type expressions.
Comparison was also made with Mazur's work, where a
non-Gaussian distribution of segments in the chain was
assumed.

It was found that the increase of P(x) with

increasing x was faster in the case of Mazur's expression
than the one derived by Horta's theory.

Mo comparison with

the experimental work was performed.
Horta's expression for the intramolecular scattering
function is limited in view of its dependence on the excluded
volume parameter z.

This parameter is not obtained experi-

mentally and values for it must be assumed before a numerical
calculation of F(x) as a function of x is performed.
Fujita developed a method of treating light scattering
data for polymer of high molecular weight and narrow molecular
weight distribution in dilute solutions in good solvents,
although he did not get involved in deriving an equation for
the scattering function P(h) for perturbed polymer chains
(32).

The method is based on the idea that the actual scat

tering function P(h) in good solvents is little affected by
the long range interference between chain segments and, to a
good approximation, follows the Debye function.

This method

reduces the errors in extrapolation to zero concentration and
angle and thus the determination of molecular weight, and radius
of gyration.

The method consists in plotting two functions,

— L_ versus z(0), which are defined by equation (35).
Y(0)
- 7— r- = - ~ r = - +
<R2>Z(6 ) + . . .
Y(0)
R( 0)
M
3X2M

(35a)
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z ( 0) = /

'o

S ~ l/3dC

t; = sin30/2

(35b)
(35c)

So the values of the molecular weight and radius of gyration
for a monodisperse sample of polymer in a given solvent,
either ideal or non-ideal, can be determined from the inter
cept and initial slope of the plot described.
It has been the purpose of the previous discussion to
summarize the most important studies done in an attempt to
develop an intramolecular scattering function to include good
solvent effects.

Although in general these different theories

are able to reproduce the experimental results, their use is
limited by (1 ) availability of the excluded volume parameter
e, and (2 ) arbitrary assignment of values to the excluded
volume parameter z and of the exponent SL in the Domb, Gillis
and Wilmers distribution function.
The present work has been undertaken with the purpose
of deriving an intramolecular scattering function for polymers
in good solvent media capable of overcoming the limitations
of the previous work.

Chapter 2
PRESENT WORK
This chapter is devoted to the derivation and test of
a new intramolecular scattering function for polymers in good
solvent media.

A main consideration for this derivation has

been the use of a non-uniform expansion of the polymer chain
perturbed by good solvent effects.
THEORETICAL
In deriving an expression for the intramolecular
scattering function P(h), a suitable form for the mean square
distance between chain segments, <r?.>, must be obtained.
In this work <r?.> is represented by equation (36),
<r?.> = 1i-j|bzaz..
13
1 J1
13

(36)

where a
segments i and j, |i—j| and b

have the usual meanings.

A suitable form for the subchain expansion factor must
be established, because it is through this function that the
effect of a good solvent is described.

The expression to. be

used must take into consideration the non-uniformity of the
expansion in the chain.

The importance of the location of the

subchain in the polymer molecule is considered in a form
27

of a. , suggested by. Stockmayer (31) and given in equation (37)
(37a)

aij ~ 1 + <1_Brl2) (KN) 1/ 5p 1/ 5
where

(37b)
n

(37c)

° < |n| < i-p

N

The parameter p is a measure of the length of the
subchain, while the position of the subchain in the molecule
is considered through

n

which locates the subchain with

respect to the center of the molecule.

For example, the

diagram in Figure 3 shows locations of a subchain which has a
subchain dimension p = 0.5, each location having a different
value of n .
600
7)

600

= 0.25

7j s

0 .5

Figure 3. Dependence of n on Location of a
Subchain in the Chain
B is an adjustable parameter and K is a parameter
which contains the interactions between polymer segments and
solvent molecules.

Comparing K with Flory's theory,

equation (11), one finds that it is proportional to (1-0/T).
The form assumed for the subchain expansion factor is
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reminiscent of perturbation theory (equation 13) since it is
written as a correction to the unperturbed value (unity).
It is also reminiscent of the asymptotic Plory theory,
equation (12 ), by means of the one-fifth dependence of the
second term.

It is also clear from the defining equation of

the subchain mean square distance (equation 36) that when the
solvent is ideal (0 condition) the expansion factor reduces
to the random flight result.
When p = 1, then

n = 0, and the subchain expansion

factor and the expansion factor for the whole molecule are
identical.
c£ = 1 + (KN) 1/5

(38)

The interaction parameter K can then be eliminated by substi
tuting (cc£“l) for (KN) */5in equation (37a) .

Thus the sub

chain expansion factor can be written:
ctjj = 1 + (1-Bn2) (c£-l)pl/s.

(39)

The mean square radius ofgyration expansion factor,
defined by equation (10) can also be obtained.

For this, the

definition of mean square radius of gyration given in
equation (40) is used (4).
< r 2 >

= _Jk_ I Z <r 2 >
2N i j
ij

(40)

By replacing the double sum by double integration and
using equation (36), the following form of the expansion
factor is obtained:
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oe2 = 1 + (0.852 - 0.078B)(a2 - 1}
s
r

(41)

Use of a2 is preferred over a 2 because its value can be
s
r
obtained experimentally. The subchain expansion factor can
then be rewritten as:
a2 - 1
a? . = 1 + (1-Bn2) (---2--------)pl/s
^
0.852-0.078B

(42)

leaving B as the only unknown parameter.
To obtain the particle scattering function P(h) the
Gaussian approximation is again used, under which conditions
sin h r ^
the defining expression of <—
— ±J-> as given by equation
rij
(7b) is \ised. Equation (42) is substituted in equation (36)
and this is substituted in (7b). Finally equation (7b) is
substituted in equation (5).

The double sum is changed to a

double integral and integration is performed.

The result is

an asymptotic expression for P(x,a_) given by equation (43).
(See Appendix.)
3

i

P(x,«s) = PD (X) + 2 n£i E (“ -

+ *2J,

** A_+ C-E+D-E2
+ E nil

+ *• j, xmw=)

(«-)

where
a2-l
E = ——j—

(43b)

x = h 2 <R2>

(43c)

PD (x) = 2(i - 1?)
X
X

(43d)

Higher terms in E in the expansion were found to be negligible
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so the expansion was terminated
(See Appendix.)

after the third power.

At the 0 temperature the expansion factor

ag becomes unity and the function reduces to the asymptotic
version of the Debye equation P . The quantities A , C 3
D
n
n
D , P , G , H are all numbers the magnitudes of which are
n
n
n
n
determined by the magnitude of B, as shown in Table A-l of
Appendix.

Equation (43) is valid for values of

(See Appendix.)

x >10.

As discussed earlier, lower values of x are

not of practical interest since the Debye equation agrees well
in that range even for polymers in good solvents.
It is important to understand the sensitivity of the
subchain expansion factor to the location of .the subchain in
a i i _ 1

the molecule.
function of p.

This can be studied via a plot of ( az-l)
Figure 4 shows this plot, considering the

maximum possible value of

n, that is, riItlcl
„X = 1-P. For a
given value of p, the vertical displacement between each one

of the curves corresponding to values of B different from zero
and the curve for B = 0 represents the range of

values

that a given subchain possesses when located at different
positions within the molecule.

The curve corresponding to

B = 0 was chosen as the reference because it also represents
the subchain expansion factor for which subchain location is
neglected (that is, n

= 0).

In order to obtain a suitable

value for the parameter B, the defining equation for the
expansion factor, equation (42), was compared with that given
by first order perturbation theory, equation (13b).
produced a value of B = -1.34.

This

The effect of such value on

Figure 4. Dependence of the Subchain
Expansion Factor on the Subchain Length p
Whehi ri « 1-p and B Has Various Values

B = - 1.34
i.20

-0 .6 0

1.0
0 .5 0
oa ' CM

-0 .3 0

»-

a

-0.10

0.8
at:

0.6

0.4

0.20

0.40

0.60
P

0.80

LO
OJ
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the subchain expansion factor is also shown in Figure 3.

The

same procedure was followed using the present expansion
factor with that of Flory's asymptotic theory, equation (18).
The value of -3.34 was obtained for B.

The largest value for

the subchain expansion factor is obtained when |i-jj = N.
Under this condition a .. becomes a2, the expansion factor for
ij
r
the whole polymer chain. From this consideration it is clear
that the largest the ratio (a^j-1)/(ot£-l) can be is unity.
This condition eliminates values of B smaller than ca. -0.55,
as shown in Figure 4.

Therefore the values from perturbation

theory and asymptotic theory are eliminated.
Next the derived function P(x,otw ) was tested for its
sensitivity with respect to the parameters B and a . Figure
s
5 shows a plot of P-1 as a function of x for different
values of B.

The function proved not to be very sensitive to

the value of B if such value is chosen somewhere in the
range -0.35 £ B £ -0.55.

Figure 6 shows the dependence of

P“ l on the molecular expansion factor ctg. As seen in the
figure, increasing value of a , that is increasing goodness of
s
the solvent, imparts a downward curvature similar to that
which has been predicted by other theories and which has also
been observed experimentally.

As ag decreases and goes to

unity the Debye equation is obtained.
The effect of the first term in Nagai correction terms
in equation (7a) on the present theory was also considered.
This was done by assuming non-Gaussian behavior of the subchain
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Figure 5.

P-1(x, as) Versus x

(1) Debye/ ,as = 1 .0
Present Work# aSt
(2) B = -1.34
(3) B = -0.60
(4) B = .0

=

2.0
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Figure 6. P- 1 (x,a ) Versus x for Various
Values of a When
B = -0.55
s
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Table 1. % Contributions to P(x,a ) from
the First Correction Terms of the 8 Nagai
Expansion
Z = 2

Z = 2..5

t
2.5

t
2.25

t
2.1

10

5.38

3.20

1.42

20

6.07

30

= 3

t
2.5

t
2.25

t
2.0

t
2.5

t
2.25

t
2.0

8.96

6.71

3.96

11.78

1.71

0

3.33

1.59 10.13

7.56

4.44

13.38

1.92

0

6.27

3.43

1.65 10.49

7.82

4.60

13.86

1.98

0
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6.37

3.49

1.67 10.66

7.95

4.67

14.10

2.0

0

50

6.42

3.51

1.68 10.74

8.00

4.70

14.20

2.03

0

X

distribution in the polymer molecule.

The distribution

function assumed for this purpose was the Domb, Gillis# and
Wilmers function given in equation (31a).

Other authors have

used this function in the manner described in Chapter 1/ and
have adjusted values of the exponents t and A.

The procedure

followed in this work consisted of varying the two parameters
and calculating the contribution that this distribution
function makes to the first correction term of the Nagai
series.

The values of t used in these calculations were in

the range 2 < t < 2.-5.
2 £ £ £ 3.

The range of values chosen for SL were

These ranges of values for t and I are those used

by Mazur et. al.# and by. Utiyama et. al., respectively# working
with the Domb# Gillis# and Wilmers distribution function.

The contributions calculated from the different combinations
of the parameters t and A had the effect of decreasing the
magnitude of the scattering function as expressed by
equation (43a).
contribution of

Itis seen that for a given value of £ the
thecorrection term to the total function

decreases as t approaches 2.

Table 1 gives the contribution

to the scattering function of different sets of
selected values of x.

SL and t for

in view of the fairly wide range of

contributions arising from the first term of the Nagai
expansion it is

notpossible to choose the appropriate set of

parameters t and A that best represent the non-Gaussian dis
tribution of segments in a polymer chain under the influence
of good solvent effects.

However, this non-Gaussian distri

bution as well as a fully Gaussian distribution, represent
extreme assumptions in describing the distribution of chain
segments in a polymer chain.

A more appropriate distribution

function would be capable of expressing the range of Gaussian
and non-Gaussian behavior of segments in good solvents.
The predictions of the present theory for very large
values of

x, such as those which may be obtained in the

X-ray region are shown, together with those of Debye and
Mazur, in Figure 7.

It is seen that the present equation still

shows a strong solvent effect dependence in this region, but
less than that predicted by Mazur.

The values of the scat

tering function derived by the present theory decrease slightly
if the first term of the Nagai expansion is considered, as
discussed previously.

Not much can be said about the validity
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Figure 7. Comparisons of Theoretical
Intramolecular Scattering Functions for
Large Values of x:
(1)

Mazur (A = 2, t = 3)

(2a) Present Work (a = 2.0)
s
(2b) Present Work with Contribution from the
First Term in the Nagai Expansion
(£ = 2, t = 3)
(3)

Debye

8.0

6.0

XP

(2-a)
4.0
(2-b)

2.0
(3)
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of either theory because there are no experimental data for
such magnitudes of x that can be used for comparison.
TEST OP THEORY WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The next step has been to test agreement of thei
equation with experimental data on the scattering function
available in the literature.

Comparison of the present and

other theories with experimental scattering curves is
rendered difficult due to the limited amount of experimental
data available.

This limitation is due to the fact that in

order for the theories and experiment to be subject to com
parison, the polymer sample must be essentially monodisperse.
This requirement is of utmost importance because polydispersity has the same effect on the particle scattering function
that excluded volume effect has, that is, both cause a down
ward curvature of P 1 versus x as values of x increase.

Also,

the polymer must be of a very high molecular weight, so that
high values of x can be reached, because even in the case of
good solvents the Debye scattering function is a good approxi
mation to experimental data when values of x are low.
Three sets of data involving large enough values of x
have been reported and will be discussed here.

To apply the

present equation, the value of the molecular expansion factor
a must be known. This value is obtained experimentally by
s
means of equation (9).
Coumou et. al. (3 4) obtained experimental P(h) for an
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Figure 8. Comparison of Theoretical Intra
molecular Scattering Functions with Experiment:
(1)

Debye

(2)

Experiment (Coumou et. al.), Poly-a-methy1styrene in CC1 , 23°C; [o] <R2>1/2 = 1340 A;
[•] <R2> V 2 = 1380 k

(3)

Present Work, as - 1.87 and B = -0.55

20

(2)
15

(3)
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essentially monodisperse
styrene of M
w

< 1.02) sample of poly-a-methy1
6 Mn
- 6.8 x 10 . The radii of gyration in good

and ideal solvents are given as <R2>1/2 = 1340 A

and

<R2>1/ 2 = 740 A, respectively. From these values a value of
0
ag = 1.81 is obtained. Figure 8 shows the experimental curve
for <r2>j/ 2 = 1340 A.

Increasing this radius of gyration

by 3%, which is within experimental error, changes the

expansion factor to a_ = 1.87 and as seen by comparing the
corrected experimental data with the predicted curve, assum
ing a value of B = -0.55, there is good agreement between
theoretical -and experimental curves.
Figure 9 presents data obtained from Smith and
Carpenter (11) for a monodisperse sample of polystyrene in
benzene at 30° C.

The reported molecular weight of this

sample was 5.7 x 10** and the radii of gyration <R2>1/2 =
1400 A and <R2>1/2 = 672 A, giving an expansion factor of
o
2.08. The agreement between the experimental curve and the
predicted one for B = -0.55 is excellent.
Comparison of these results with the asymptotic
expression derived by Mazur et. al. is also shown in Figure 9.
The numerical calculations for their expression were performed
using the value of the excluded volume parameter e of 0.16 for
polystyrene in benzene (11), and a value of t =2.38 calcu
lated by using the Fisher scaling argument.

This treatment

yields numerical results similar to the ones obtained by the
present theory.

The present theory requires only one para

meter, the expansion factor a 9, which can be obtained from
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Figure 9. Comparison of Theoretical Intra
molecular Scattering Functions with Experiments
(0) Experiment (Smith and Carpenter), Polystyrene
in Benzene, 30°Cy <R2>1/2 ■ 1440 A
(1)

Debye

(2)

Present Work, a = 2.08 and B = -0.55
s
Mazur, e = 0.16 and t = 2.38

(3)
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scattering measurements.

This is in contrast with Mazur*s

expression where values of parameters s and t have to be
determined.

To determine the excluded volume parameter e, it

is necessary to have a series of fractions of the polymer,
obtain the intrinsic viscosity for each fraction, and from a
plot of intrinsic viscosity versus molecular weight, obtain
the excluded volume parameter as described in an earlier
section.

Once e is known t is calculated.

This involved

calculation of e makes Mazur's theoretical expression less
practical than the present theory when comparing with
experimental scattering data.
The third set of data existing for P(h) for high
values of x is that reported by Utiyama (31).

Their sample

is one of poly-oc-methylstyrene

< ^ = 1.01) analyzed in CC1.,
6 “
of molecular weight of 6.85 x 10 . They report a radius of
O
gyration of 1273 A in good solvent. The unperturbed value
was given as 651 A .

This yields a value of otg = 1.96.

Comparison of experimental data shows poor agreement with the
present work, as seen in Figure 10.

An increase of 6% in the

perturbed radius of gyration, yielding a value of a = 2.08,
s
brought the experimental and theoretical values (for B =
-0.55) to a satisfactory agreement.

An uncertainty in obtain

ing the reported radius of gyration was mentioned but not
specified quantitatively.

The alteration of 6% considered

here could thus fall within the experimental error in measur
ing such molecular parameter.
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Figure 10. Comparison of Theoretical Intra
molecular Scattering Functions with Experiment:
(1)

Debye

(2)

Experiment (Utiyama and Kurata), Poly-amethylstyrene in Benzene at 30°C
[o] <R2>1/2 = 1273 A; [•] <R2>1'2 « 1354 A

(3)

Present Work# a =2.08 and B = -0.55
s
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CONCLUSION
An asymptotic equation was derived for the scattering
function for polymers in good solvent media.

The nonuniform

expansion of the polymer molecules under the influence of the
solvent was considered with the definition of a subchain
expansion factor ou ^, in which i and j represent segments in
the chain.

The particle scattering function derived depends

on the parameter x and on the expansion factor of the polymer
molecule as ,
x =

< R 2> i £ l l

sin20/2

X2
_ <R2>
as where <R2> and <R2>
radius of gyration

0

are the mean square are the mean square
in a good and theta solvent, respectively.

The validity of the present theory was established with com
parisons of the calculated scattering curves with experimental
data for various polymers in good solvent media.
The particle scattering function derived in this work
has the desirable feature of a dependence on the excluded
volume effects through the expansion factor, a . This factor
s
is calculated from the ratio of the radii of gyration of the
polymer in good and theta solvents, quantities which are
obtained from light scattering data fairly easily.

The

availability of the expansion factor, a , offers an advantage
■S

to the use of the present theory over others reported in the
literature.

These other theories also show agreement with
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with experimental scattering data.

However, the dependence

of these various theories on the good solvent effects is
either through parameters which are more difficult to obtain
experimentally, or which must be assigned arbitrarily.
Polydispersity has the same effect on the scattering
function of polymers in solution that the excluded volume
effects have.

They both cause a downward curvature of the

curve of P~^h) versus x as the values of x increase.

This

situation limits the applicability of the particle scattering
function to polymer samples which have a very narrow molecular
weight distribution.
The asymptotic nature of the present particle scat
tering function imposes a limit of applicability to values of
x > 10.

However, this limitation is of no great consequence

because the Debye particle scattering function agrees well
with experimental scattering data for values of 0 < x < 10.
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APPENDIX A
The scattering function expressed in integral form
follows:
P(h) = i— /N/i exp[-xp(A+l) ]didj
N

where

(A-l)

0 0

A = — r1-- 1
a*
s

(A-2)

This integral cannot be evaluated in a closed form;
consequently the following expansion was used.
2

2

2

P(h) = 2 Z 1/1-? exp(-xp)[l-xpA+&-£—^-o o
21
3

3 .

■p

3

+ . . .]dpdn

(a —3)
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After the first integration over all values of ri/ the second
integration involves incomplete gamma functions of the form
fl p^1 exp(-xp)dp; n > 0.
o
—

{A-4)

This function can be expressed by the equation
f1 pn exp(-xp)dp = f°° pn exp(-xp)dp
0
0
l

pn exp(-xp)dp.

(A-5)

When values of x > 10 are considered, a consideration that is
valid in this work, equation (A-5) is written:
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Numerical calculations were performed and showed that the
contribution from the second term was negligible for values
of x > 10.

Consequently the approximation
/J Pn exp(-xp)dp =
o

x

(A-7)

was used.
Calculations of the contributions from terms in the
expansion in equation (A-3) for powers larger than three were
performed.

Their contribution to the scattering function

proved to be negligible, therefore the expansion was stopped
at the third power.

Table A-l. Coefficients of the Intramolecular Scattering
Function for B = -0.55

n
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n

C
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Legend appears on the following page.

Table A-l (legend)
.8523 - .078B = .903

3D

= -1.322

15-10B+3B2 =
15D2
2B"6.P2 = -1.212

D2
105B-105-51B2+5B3 = _0.816
315D 3
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The interaction of polymer molecules of the same
constitution in solution leading to the formation of aggre
gates has been the subject of extensive research (1).

The

process is intermolecular in nature and is generally accom
panied by a change of the size and shape of the particles in
solution.

Information concerning these systems may be

obtained by means of a variety of techniques.

Among these

techniques the most frequently used are osmotic pressure,
viscosity, ultracentrifugation, and light scattering (2).
The theories on which these techniques are based are well
established and will not be discussed here.

An exception will

be the case of light scattering, for it was used extensively
in this work.

Light scattering measurements provide infor

mation primarily on molecular mass.

This method becomes more

sensitive the higher the molecular weight of the particles.
This makes it suitable for detection and characterization of
aggregates in solution.

See Part I of this dissertation for

appropriate background.

The next section will be devoted to

discussing the case of polarized scattered radiation.
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LIGHT SCATTERING— POLARIZED COMPONENTS
The elementary theory of light scattering, as
expressed by equation (1), Part I, neglects the effect of
the optical anisotropy of the polymer molecule on the scat
tered radiation.

The existence of this effect modifies the

form of the scattering envelope and, as a consequence, the
apparent values of the molecular parameters.
A parameter that is a function of the optical
anisotropy in the molecule is the depolarization ratio at
90° angle of observation,
P =
,
u
Vu

(i)

where u represents incident unpolarized light and H and V are
horizontal and vertical components of scattered radiation
measured by the detector.

For a completely isotropic system

this ratio is zero since all light observed at 90° is verti
cally polarized.

Two other depolarization ratios commonly

defined are:
p = ——
Pv
Vv

and

p = ——
ph
Hh

(2)

where H and V have the same meaning as before and h and v are
horizontally and vertically polarized incident radiation,
respectively.

The three depolarization ratios are related by

the equation
_ i_ +

Hu

i/ph

1 + l/pv

(3)
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This relationship was first given by Krishnan (3), was later
derived by Perrin (4) , and has been verified experimentally
(5,6).

These ratios all depend on the size and shape of the

molecules, so depolarization data may be used to infer these
molecular parameters.
The anisotropy of flexible chains depends on the
intrinsic anisotropy of the scattering elements of the chain
and on the structure of the molecule.

This means that the

shape the molecule as a whole possesses will influence the
observed anisotropy due to the scattering elements.

For

example, the coiling of a polymer tends to give cancellation
of the segment anisotropies of the segment (5,6).

In the

case of molecularly dispersed systems, since coiling effects
will be greater in a poor solvent than in a good one, the
total anisotropy of the molecule decreases with decreasing
solvent power.

Therefore, p^, the depolarization ratio,

should decrease with decreasing solvent power, and in a given
solvent it should decrease with increasing molecular weight.
In the case of branched polymer chains, if the side branches
are not sufficiently long, the coiling effect for these
branches will be small, hence the total anisotropy of the
molecule is expected to increase (5).
Utiyama and Kurata (7), recognizing the importance of
the optical anisotropy of the scattering segment and its
effect on the different molecular parameters, have developed
a theory to put this phenomenon on a more firm theoretical
basis.
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The development of this theory Is based on the assump
tion that the polymer chain is composed of an assembly of
optical segments which possess free and independent
orientation.

The optical anisotropy is then found to be pro

portional to the solute concentration, molecular weight of the
segment and the intrinsic anisotropy.

It is independent of

the molecular weight of the polymer.
By taking account of this effect in light scattering,
the true values of the molecular weight, second virial
coefficient and radius of gyration can be obtained.

When

these values are compared with those obtained from the usual
Zimm plot, one finds that the molecular weight is smaller and
second virial coefficients and radius of gyration are larger.
Of

special significance in this theory is the form

derived for the polarized components

and V .

The magni

tude of these components is predicted to be independent of
H
V,
the angle of observation. The ratios — and — are also
c
c
expected to be independent of concentration. When this
predicted behavior is compared with experiment, the authors
found that these predictions are not followed rigorously. A
Hv Vh
slight increase in the magnitudes of — c , —c•with angle and a
decrease with increasing concentration were observed. This
implies that the expression for these components must include
terms containing dependence on angle of observation as well
as concentration (7).
The equations derived are described as follows.
v„(9)/c = KM[P(0) - 2A MQ(6) + 46]
V

2

(4a)
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H (0)/c = V. (6) = 36KM
v
n

(4b)

H (0) /c * KM[{P(0) - 2A M Q (0)c+6}cos20 + 36]
n
2

(4c)

The equation for unpolarized radiation can be obtained
by adding the vertical and horizontal components.

R(0) and K

are the Rayleigh ratio and optical constants that are defined
in Section I of this dissertation.

The factor 6 is the opti

cal anisotropy parameter defined to be
« -

.

(5)

ct + a + a
A = — ---- ----- 2- ,
3
'
(a -a )2 + (a -a )2 + (a -a )2
B2 =
J 2-■ ___ ...2_SL1----- -— 2—
— ,
15

where

where a , a^, and

are the polarizabilities of the optical

segments along the principal axes.
correlation function.

Q(0) is an intermolecular

The other symbols have the usual

meaning.
For use with results obtained with unpolarized light,
the equation can be written for the limits of zero angle and
concentration in the following form:
Kc(l+cos20)
1
. 2A 2C
lim ----------- =
+ —
+ . . .
0-cO
2R(0)
M(l+76)
(1+76) s

,, t
(6a)

l i m K c (1+c o s 2 9 ) ------1___

(6b)

c+0

2R(0)

M(l+76)

u

+

hj<R> +

, ,

3(1+46)

From these equations the relationship between uncor
rected values for the molecular parameters that are obtained
from the usual Zimm plots and the values corrected for
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anisotropy are:

Mapp = M <1+76>

(7a)

\ a PP = A 2 (l+76)2

(7b)

<Ra>
app

1
1+76

(7c)

The simplest way of correcting for optical anisotropy
without having to calculate the value of the parameter 6 is
to make a Zimm plot with the quantity V (6) - 4H (90°)/3 in
v
h
the place of R. As can be seen from the equations (4a) and
(4b), the term due to optical anisotropy is eliminated.
When data are obtained with unpolarized incident and
scattered radiation the calculations are more involved and
the value of the optical anisotropy parameter must be
calculated.
POLYOXYETHYLENE (POE)
Low molecular weight polyoxyethylene glycols are the
main ingredients of nonionic surfactants (8).

Much work has

been done in studying solutions of such molecules in a variety
of solvents.

Langbein (9) , using infrared method of analysis,

studied low molecular weight polyethyleneoxide (POE) in
benzene and carbon tetrachloride.

After studying the types

of terminal hydroxyl frequencies observed, he considered that
the system contained intramolecular hydrogen bonds between
terminal hydroxyl groups and ether oxygens.

No intermolecular

hydrogen bonding was considered in this work, but the evidence
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presented here does not in any way exclude the possibility
that it occurs.
Solvent effects on the aggregation of low molecular
weight fractions of POE were reported by Elias and Lys (10,11).
By means of vapor phase osmometry they demonstrated increasing
aggregation in the series of solvents acotonitrile, dioxane,
benzene, carbon tetrachloride.

No aggregation was detected

in water, methanol and dimethyl forraamide.

Increasing aggre

gation with decreasing hydrogen bonding solvent power was
shown with this series of experiments.
Hay and Effat (12) reported aggregation of POE in
benzene.

Intermolecular hydrogen bonding was assumed to

increase the number average molecular weight by an amount
which depends on the degree of association.

Some quantitative

conclusions about the true values of 51 and the second virial

n
coefficients were drawn after correcting for degree of
association.

Because of its similarity to the work reported here,
the light-scattering research reported by Strazielle on low
and high molecular weight samples of POE in different solvent
media has special significance (13).

The results are des

cribed in the following paragraphs.
The second virial coefficients of low molecular weight
POE (10,000 and 28,000). were found to decrease when water and
methanol were the solvents.

This decrease agrees with the

known inverse solubility behavior of POE in water (13).
solutions were clarified by centrifugation.

The

The molecular

weights of the POE obtained in the two solvent media agree
with each other.

The situation is changed when filtration

was employed instead of centrifugation as the method of
clarification.

Solutions in methanol, when filtered using

filters of porosity of ly, produced scattering curves with
strong angular dependence at the lower angles.

This depen

dence was found to increase with concentration, producing
Zimm plots that could not be extrapolated to zero concentra
tion and angle.

Calculations of molecular weights were

performed using extrapolated intensities.

For the lower

molecular weight of the two samples, the value obtained was
close to that obtained when solutions were centrifuged.
Calculations on the higher molecular weight fraction proved
to be an impossible task.

A change in the filter to porosity

of 4y produced solutions that gave a normal scattering
behavior in the case of POE of a molecular weight of 10,000
at room temperature.

For the fraction of molecular weight of

28,000 a strong, angular dependence at the smaller angles was
obtained, which disappeared upon heating to 48°C? cooling
back to room temperature did not generate the original
behavior.

Instead, the scattering envelope remained the same

as the one obtained at 48°C,
From these experiments it was concluded that the
cause of abnormal Zimm plots was the presence of hetero
geneities which could be eliminated by thermal treatment at
high temperature following filtration.

The formation of

these crystals was dependent on the dimension of pores of
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filter, temperature and speed of filtration, molecular weight
and concentration of the filtered product.
The same type of study was performed on high molecu
lar weight samples of POE (> 50,0.00) in methanol.

Centri

fuged samples showed an angular dependence of the scattered
intensity which did not change upon thermal treatment, while
the molecular weight at the high temperature decreased by
17% of the value obtained at room temperature.

The same was

observed when solutions were filtered using the filter of 4y.
Two different molecular weights were obtained, one from
extrapolation from zero degree angle and the other from the
90° angle.

Changing filter porosity to ly and filtering at

50°C produced scattering curves that were essentially inde
pendent of angle of observation.

The molecular weight

obtained was found to be independent of temperature within
experimental error.
The heterogeneities observed in high molecular weight
solutions of POE in methanol appear to be of a different
nature from those observed in low molecular weight samples.
They are not affected by temperature but disappear upon fil
tration, and exist in solutions that have been centrifuged
prior to analysis.

It is possible that either crystallites

or aggregates are present in the solutions.
As mentioned above, most of the work on solution
properties of POE has been done on low molecular weight
samples.

Less attention has been given to the aggregates

which higher molecular weight POE molecules can form in dilute

solution.

The present work presents studies of dilute

solution aggregates.

Nonaqueous solvents that have different

hydrogen bonding power, such as benzene, chloroform, methanol
and dioxane, were used.

Light scattering, viscosity, osmotic

pressure and sedimentation data were obtained from such
solutions.

The results that are presented here demonstrate

the existence of extensive aggregation in benzene and
chloroform.

Chapter 2
EXPERIMENTAL
The instruments, materials, and procedures that were
used in obtaining and treating experimental data are described
in this chapter.

The description of these subjects is

generally brief, since they are well established procedures.
However, development of the right techniques was by no means
simple;

much patience and perserverence were necessary.
INSTRUMENTS AND MATERIALS
The solvents used in this work were all Analytical

Reagent Grade materials.
were dried over CaH

2

Benzene, chloroform, and dioxane

and distilled before use.

Methanol was

used directly from the bottle and had a reported 0.10% water
content.
Polyoxyethylene Samples
Commercial samples from the Union Carbide Company were
used.

One of these, which is designated in this work as

POE-I, has a commercial designation N-3000 and a reported
t

molecular weight of 600,000.

A fractionation of this sample

was performed by means of the method of Booth and Price (15).
The method is as follows.

A dilute solution of the polymer

(5%) in a mixture of benzene isooctane was prepared.
74

The
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temperature of the solution was kept at 45°C by immersing
the flask in a constant temperature bath.

The solution was

constantly stirred, the temperature was lowered to 28°C, and
more isooctane was added until the solution became cloudy.
The solution was then raised to 45°C to obtain a clear solu
tion, stirring was stopped, the temperature was lowered to
38°C, and phase separation occurred.

A fraction was recovered

and dried under vacuum at 40°C for at least twenty-four hours.
This fraction was designated POE-I . The same procedure was
i
repeated, and a second fraction was collected. The second
fraction was designated POE-I .

It should be made clear that

2

the nomenclature POE-I

2

used here does not refer to the known

complex of polyoxyethylene with iodine.
Some experiments were also performed on another un
fractionated sample, designated here as POE-II.

This sample

had a commercial designation of WSR-301 and a reported mole
cular weight of 3 x 106.
The presence of terminal hydroxyl groups in POE is
considered an important factor in the aggregation of low
molecular weight polyoxyethylene in solution.

This aggrega

tion is known to occur through intermolecular hydrogen
bonding between the hydroxyl groups of one molecule and the
ether oxygens of another polymer molecule.

Chemical modi

fications of the terminal hydroxyl groups were attempted in
this work to establish their influence in the solution proper
ties of high molecular weight POE.
acetic anhydride and acetyl

Analytical Reagent Grade

chloride were used in an attempt

to acetylate the hydroxyl groups.

These chemicals were mixed

with dilute solutions of POE-X in benzene and in dioxane and
the reaction mixtures were left to sit and portions of the
mixture were removed at different time intervals.

The

polymer was recovered from each one of the samples taken from
the reaction mixture, and analyzed using IR analysis.

No

chemical modifications such as the disappearance of the
vibrational frequencies of the hydroxyl group or the appear
ance of the vibrational frequencies of the carbonyl groups
were observed.

The polymer recovered usually turned yellow.

The project was discontinued after various attempts.
Solutions
In general, solutions of POE in the different solvents
were prepared by dissolving a given amount of polymer in the
solvent by agitating the mixture in a flask in a shaker-bath
at 40°C.

The polymer dissolved in benzene and chloroform to

yield clear solutions.

However, solution of POE in dioxane

and methanol was not complete in every case except POE-I ,
2

and the solutions were always centrifuged for at least half
an hour to remove undissolved material.

The different con

centrations were prepared by either of two methods.

One

method was dilution of a portion of a stock solution, and the
other was dissolution of a weighed amount of polymer to a
known volume of solution.

The method that was used in each

different case will be specified in the chapter on discussion
of results.
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Prior to the measurement of the scattered intensities,
the solutions were always filtered directly into the cell.
The filters used were Corning sintered glass filters that
had fine and ultrafine porosity, and filtration was accom
plished by applying gas pressure from a nitrogen tank.

These

filtrations were, in general, slow; several hours were
required to filter 20 ml of solution.
Once the solutions were filtered they were checked
for presence of dust particles by means of the "mirror test."
The solution was then left to equilibrate thermally with the
instrument compartment.

Measurements were taken after the

galvanometer readings remained constant as a function of time.
Concentration analyses of the solutions were always
performed after light scattering measurements were obtained.
This analysis was always accomplished by a gravimetric
analysis which consisted of evaporating the solvent from a
known volume of solution, drying the residue in a -vacuum
oven at 40°C for twenty-four hours, and then weighing.

The

concentrations obtained were always corrected to the working
temperature by use of the solvent expansion coefficient.
Light Scattering Photometer
The light scattering photometer used in this work was
a modified Brice-Phoenix Universal Model.

The source of

radiation was an AH-3 mercury vapor lamp.

The scattered

radiation at the different angles of observation was measured
with a very sensitive galvanometer which amplifies the signals
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sent by a 1P21 photomultiplier tube.

Other details on the

nature of the instrument have been discussed elsewhere (14),
and will not be repeated here.
The cell used in the measurements of scattered radia
tion was a cylindrical pyrex cell with flat entrance and exit
windows.

The cell was aligned with respect to the incident

beam by measuring the angular dependence of the intensity of
the fluorescent light emitted by a dilute solution of fluor
escein in methanol.

The corrected intensities were found to

be constant within ± 1% for angles between 30° and 135° for
both 4358 A and 5460 A when unpolarized incident light was
used.

Benzene was used to provide a second check on the

optical alignment.
range

The scattered intensity in the angular

of 25° to 140° was measured and the following rela

tionship was confirmed:
(9)
= [l + 1+^1 puLcos26]/sin9
G (90°)
l+pu

(8)

g

where G(9) is the galvanometer reading at angle 9, pu is the
depolarization ratio of scattered radiation at 90°.
Differential Refractometer
To determine the molecular weight by light scattering
it is necessary to know the refractive index increment of the
POE in the different solvents.

For this purpose a Brice-

Phoenix differential refractometer was used.

The instrument

consists of a mercury lamp equipped with monochromatic
filters, an adjustable slit, a sample compartment, a projec
tion lens, and a micrometer microscope; all are aligned on an
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optical bench.

This instrument is able to measure small

refractive index differences between the solvent and its
dilute polymer solution to within ± 2%.
Viscometers
Two different Ubbelhode viscometers were used to
determine and study the intrinsic viscosities of solutions of
POE-I

and POE—I

in benzene and methanol.

A simple one-bulb

viscometer was used to determine intrinsic viscosities.
For measurements of shear rate dependence a four-bulb
multiple shear Ubbelhode viscometer was employed.
In all cases the viscometers were placed vertically
in a constant temperature bath in which the temperature was
controlled to ±0.01°C.

Since the effective pressure head in

this type of viscometer is independent of the total volume of
liquid in the viscometer, dilutions can be performed directly
in the instrument without having to remove it from the bath.
Osmometer
The instrument used for measuring the osmotic pressure
of dilute solutions of polyoxyethylene in methanol was a
Hewlett-Packard Mechrolab Model 501 high speed standard mem
brane osmometer.

This instrument provides a rapid way to

measure osmotic pressure by determining the hydrostatic head
automatically by means of a photo cell electric servo system.
A non-aqueous cellulose membrane with a 47 mm diameter
was used.
The exact procedure was that explained in the
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instrument manual.

No changes or modifications were made,

and no further details will be given here.
TREATMENT OF DATA
The data collected from the different instruments were
treated according to established procedures.
data were extensive.

Light scattering

Due to the nature of the scattering

behavior of POE in benzene and chloroform, the data were
treated by two different methods that are described in the
next section.
Light Scattering
Galvanometer readings that are presumed to be propor
tional to scattered intensities are converted into scattered
relative intensities using the following equation f
R+ (0) =

G (0)

(6>—r G <tt— B) ],r r^^T£'

l+cosze

(9)

where r is a correction factor for the reflection of light at
the glass-air interface, F is a factor expressing the trans
mittance of the set of neutral filters used to attenuate the
incident beam viewed at 0°, G (0) is the galvanometer reading
at a given angle, sin9

is the volume correction factor, and

i
is the Thomson factor that is used only when unpolar1+cos29
ized light is used. When polarized incident light is used
the

Thomson

factor is not used.

Thet quantity of interest

is the radiation scattered by the polymer molecules, the
excess scattered intensity, which is obtained by subtracting

i
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the solvent scattered intensity from that of the solution.
R+ (0) = R+ (0) - R+ <6)
ex
sn
sv

(19)

The excess scattered intensities in benzene and chloroform,
where a strong angular dependence was observed, were always
several orders of magnitude larger than the scattering of the
solvent at angles below 60°.

At the higher angles, the excess

intensity was always equal to or larger than that of the
solvent.
These relative values are transformed into absolute
intensities by relating them to the scattering of a standard
substance the absolute scattered intensity of which at a
given angle is known.
benzene.

The standard used in this work was

The absolute intensity is then expressed by the

equation
+

V90)

R<0> = CnR (6)^

W

'

(11>

where C is the refractive index correction which is the
n
square of the ratio of the refractive index of the solvent
used in the analysis to that of the standard, R (90) is the
b
absolute scattered intensity for benzene at 90° which is
obtained from the literature, and R^(90)

represents the

relative intensity of radiation scattered by benzene that is
measured experimentally.

The literature values for R(90°)

that were used were 17.2 x 10” 6and 48.7 x 10 6 c m 1 for
radiation of 5460 A and 4358 &, respectively (16).
To obtain molecular parameters such as molecular
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weight, second virial coefficient, and radius of gyration,
the usual Zimm plot that is described in Part I of this
dissertation was used.
An alternative method has been described by Burchard
and used by other investigators (13,17-20).

This method has

been applied to cases in which the scattering envelope shows
an upward curvature; an example is the case for spherical
particles.

The Guinier approximation (see Part III), in

which a plot of log c/R(9) versus (he + sin26/2) is made, was
used.

The symbols have the usual meanings.

This type of

treatment of light scattering data has been applied especially
when aggregates exist in solution.

The treatment is based on

the assumption that the scattering envelope is due to the
coexistence of associated and molecularly dispersed polymer
chains.

In such a case the scattering intensity is repre

sented by the following equation.

= wA pa<e> + wasa V 8>
where the subscripts a .and

<12>

d refer to associated and dis

persed polymer, respectively.

w is the weight fraction such

that W,
a + W_
a = 1.
An extrapolation of the high angles of the logarithmic
plot to zero concentration should give R(0)/Kc = ^d^d^d' if
the scattering by aggregated polymer at high angles is
negligible.

The contribution to the scattering from the

molecularly dispersed polymer at low angles can then be sub
tracted point by point from the total scattering curve which

has been extrapolated to zero concentration.

This subtrac

tion generates the excess scattered intensity of the aggre
gates ,

Kc

w i p ( 0 ) .

(13)

a a a

This method has been applied in this work to the data
systems for which the scattering envelope show upward curva
ture and aggregates are thought to exist.

Although calcu

lations of molecular weights by this method depend on know
ledge of weight fraction of aggregates in solution, it pro
vides a more accurate means of obtaining the radii of gyration
than do the usual Zimm plots for systems which have upward
curvatures of scattering envelopes.
Viscosity Data
The intrinsic viscosity is defined (2) in equation:
[n] = l i ®
c -m )

n-n0
---

(14)

n0c

where c is concentration of the solution,

n-nn

the specific
\
viscosity, and h and h 0 are the solution and solvent visco
sities, respectively.

These latter values are obtained by

measuring flow times.

If the densities of the solutions and

solvent are equal, and flow time measurements of solvent (t^)
and solutions (t) are free from kinetic energy effects, the
relative viscosity nrel is:
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The flow times t and tQ represent averages of at least three
measurements.
The intrinsic viscosity was obtained by extrapolating
Inn
n /c and ■
versus c according to the following
sp
c
equations:
narV c = Ini + K [T|]2c
ap
1

(16)

(In r\
)/c= tnl - K [n]2c .
rel
2

(17)

The common intercept of these two equations is [rj].

(2)

Effects of shear rate of velocity gradient on the
intrinsic viscosity were also obtained.

Intrinsic viscosities

A plot of ri , or
rel
[n] as a function of shear dependence was prepared. Extra

at different shear rates are obtained.

polation to zero rate of shear provides the desired viscosity
free of such effects.
Refractive Index Increment
The sample cell is divided in two sections and the
incident beam passes through both sections of the cell.

When

one section contains solvent and the other solution, the beam
is deflected with respect to its position when both sections
contain solvent.

The magnitude of this deflection depends on

the differences in refractive index between solvent and
solution.

Measurements are taken with the cell oriented in

one position (d ) and again with the cell rotated 180° to
position (d ).

An average of at least ten readings was used

2

in the equations below.

This value, Ad , is related to the refractive index
ex
increment by means of equation
An/c = KAdex/c

(19)

From the slope of a plot of Ad versus concentration
— is obtained. The proportionality constant, K, was obtained
Ac
by measuring Ad
for sucrose of different concentrations.
sx
Since the difference in refractive index between water and
aqueous solutions of sucrose is known, the value of the
constant was obtained.

The values of K obtained were

9.98 x 10-1* and 1.0 x 10-1*, for wave lengths of 4358 A and
5460 A, respectively.
Table 1 presents the values for the specific refrac
tive index increments of POE in the solvents used in this
work.
Osmometry
The basic equation for osmotic pressure is:
tt/c

= RT[i- + A c + A c 2 + . . .]
2

where

it

(20)

3

is the osmotic pressure, c is the concentration of the

solution in g/ml, M

is the number average molecular weight
n
of the solute, R is the universal gas constant, and A and A
2

3

are the first and second virial coefficients, respectively (2).
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Table 1. Specific Refractive Increments of
POE in Various Solvents
T°C

X (&)

30

4358

-.018

54

4358

-.012

30

4358

.054

30

4358

.145

30

5460

.142

CH OH

45

4358

.150

p-C H 0
8 2
p-C H 0

30

4358

.049

45

4358

.060

Solvent
C H
e e
C H
6 6
CHC1

dn/dc

3

CH OH
3

CH OH
3
3

8

2

The solution and solvent pressures/ p and p , respectively/
o
are measured by the instrument. The osmoticpressure is then
given

by the difference

yields a line.

= p - p . A plotof tt/ c versus c
o
From the slope and intercept of this line the
it

second virial coefficient and molecular weight can be obtained.
Equations (21) and (22) provide a way to determine these
parameters.
A

= slope/RT

(21)

Mn = RT/(tt/ c )c=0

(22)

2

Chapter 3
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results presented in this section were obtained
by treatment of the experimental data in the manner described
in the previous chapter.

The results of sedimentation studies

were obtained by Dr. Ann Hunt and because of their relevance
they are included in this section.
EVIDENCE OF EXISTENCE OF AGGREGATES
IN BENZENE AND CHLOROFORM
Light scattering measurements of dilute solutions of
POE in benzene and chloroform are presented in the form of
Zimm plots shown in Figures 1-4.

The results of the calcu

lations of the molecular weights/ the radii of gyration, the
second virial coefficients, and the depolarization ratio
for all the samples of POE are shown in Table 2.

The

apparent molecular weights of the different POE samples are
in the range of 10 7 - 10 0 and they are much larger than the
reported value of 6 x 10 5. The apparent radii of gyration
indicate that the size of the particles depends on whether
the solutions were made by dilution of a stock solution or by
direct dissolution.

The data also show the temperature

independence of the different molecular parameters.
The POE samples used in this work have a broad
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Figure 1. Zimm Plot for Unfractionated
POE-I in Benzene at 30°C, Unpolarized
Incident Light, X - 4358 £

<*0

Figure 2. Zimin Plpt for Fraction POE-I2
in Benzene at 32°C, Unpolarized Incident
Light, X = 4358 &

Figure 3. Zimm Plot for Fraction POE-I2
in Benzene at 54 °C, Unpolarized Incident
Light, X = 4358 A

0.40

0.80

1.20

100 C + sin2 9/ 2

Figure 4, Zimra Plot for Fraction POE
in Chloroform at 30 °C, Unpolarized
Incident Light, 1 = 4358 A

c
R(0)

Table 2.

Solution Properties of POE in Various Solvents

A

(OP)

R(A)

P
u

T°C

A (A)

M
w

I*-C H
6 6
I-C 6H 6

30

4358

9.8

X

10 0

2

X

10“7

5220

30

4358

9-8,

X

10°

3

X

10"7

7600

32

4358

1-1 . X

10 8

2

X

10“7

4660

54

4358

1.9 >i X 10 8

2

X

10"7

3913

0.20

30

4358

5. 3 ?

X

10 7

3

X

10"7

4490

0.12

30

4358

.648a

X

10 6

9.2 a

X

i o - “

30

4358

2.94b

X

10 s

8.1 b

X

10"“

30

4358

1.66a

X

10 6

17. 3

X

10"“

434a

30

4358

4.64b

X

10 6

16. b

X

10"“

1646b

45

4358

1.80a

X

10 6

18. a

X

10““

383

45

4358

5.12b

X

10 s

17. b

X

10““

1609b

42

4358

0.783a

X

10 6

9.5 a

X

10"“

691a

42

4358

1,42b

X

10 6

X

10"“

1120b

I -CH OH

30

4358

0.76 a

X

106 27,000

X

10"“ .9.44x10"* 440a

I -CH OH

30

4358

1.16

X

106

9.9 b
6
7.5 a
8
7.7(b

X

10““

I*-C
2 6H 6
I*-C H
2 6 6
I*-CHCl
2
3
(I-CH OH)
3

1

(I-CH OH)
3

1

(I-CH OH)
3

2

(I-CH OH)
3

2

(I-CH OH)
3

2

(I-CH OH)
3

2

(I-CH OH)
3

3

(I-CH OH)
3
1

2

M
n

a (LS)
A
2

POE System

3
3

3

8

2

tnJ32.5°
3.38

0.18
1.27

454a
b

1620

0.18

0.24

0.010
3.04

2

0.010

9
9

0.010

5

0
0

905b

0.010

0.010

Table 2 (continued

POE System

T°C

i -c h o h : 30
1
3
I -CH OH
30
2
3
I -CH OH
30
2
3
I-Dioxane 43
42

I-Dioxane

X A)

5460

M
w

M
n

A

(LS)
2

» (°P>
A
2

R(X)

™ 3 2 .5 *

465d
b
852

Cu

0.010

5460

0.79 a x 10s
i*
1.27b x 106

4358

0.137 x 106

4358

0.49 x 106

14.4 x 10““

269

0.19

4358

0.21 x 106

20.0 x 10”“

277

0.19

52,000

7.8 3 x 1Q~"
7
7.9 b x 10"“
7
14.5 x 10““

8.89 x 10““

400

1.02

0.010

* - solutions prepared by direct weighing
a - from high angle data
b - from low angle data
i,2/3 - successive runs
LS - light scattering
OP - osmotic pressure

VO

co
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molecular weight distribution which, for the case of molecularly dispersed polymers in solution, has the effect of
imparting a downward curvature to the scattering envelopes.
However, the Zimin plots presented in Figures 1-4 show the
exact opposite behavior.

The scattering envelopes of POE in

benzene and chloroform solutions show strong upward
curvatures.

These strong upward curvatures make the calcu

lation of the molecular parameters imprecise.
An explanation for the unusual scattering behavior
shown by the samples of POE in benzene and chloroform was
proposed in terms of,optical anisotropy effects.

Utiyama and

Kurata have developed a method to correct for the effect of
optical anisotropy in the scattering data for polymers in
solution.

This method has been discussed in Chapter 1.

The

scattering data obtained from POE in benzene and chloroform
were subjected to this treatment.

The scattering data were

plotted in the form of c/ [Vv {Q)—Hv ( 0 ) versus (kc + sin20/2)
which effectively eliminates the anisotropy effects (equation
4).

The modified Zimm plot which resulted from this plot

showed a strong upward curvature and the molecular parameters
obtained from this plot did not differ from the apparent
values obtained from the usual Zimm plots.

Anisotropy effects

cannot account for the unusual scattering behavior observed
for POE in benzene and chloroform solutions.
The strong upward curvature of the scattering enve
lopes is interpreted as being indicative of the existence of
spherical particles or highly branched systems (17-20).

This
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type of scattering data is best treated by means of the
method suggested by Burchard (17-20).

The details of this

method have been discussed in Chapter 1.

The scattering data,

plotted in the form log c/R(0) versus (kc + sin26/2)f are
shown in Figures 5-6.

The presence of two linear regions is

associated with the coexistence of aggregates and molecularly
disperse polymers in solution (equation 12).

Extrapolation

to zero angle and concentration from these linear regions
yields two sets of molecular weights and radii of gyration
which are shown in Table 3.

A more precise determination of

the molecular weights requires knowledge of the weight
fractions W

and W . For the purposes of the comparisons it
a
d
is sufficient to know that W and W, are less than unity;
a
d
this means that the molecular weights of the different POE
fractions in benzene and chloroform are larger than the
apparent values presented in Table 3.
The results presented in Table 3 show the existence
of high molecular weight particles in solution.

High mole

cular weights were calculated even when scattering data were
extrapolated from high angles in the Burchard plot.

These

high molecular weights support the conclusion that extensive
aggregation of POE in benzene and chloroform solutions exists.
These molecular weights agree with the apparent molecular
weights calculated from the Zimm plots.
The Burchard method of treating light scattering data
for systems which show strong upward curvatures of their
scattering envelopes (P-1 (h) versus sinz0/2) is more precise
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Figure 5. Logarithmic Plot of Scattering
Data for POE-I in Benzene at 30°C, .Unpolarized
Incident Light, A = 4358 A

c
R(0)

103

Figure 6. Logarithmic Plot of Scattering
Data for POE-1 in Chloroform at 30 °C
2

10 4
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Table 3. Molecular Parameters of POE
in Benzene and Chloroform by Treatment
of Data According to Burchard

Low Angle
POE

T(°C)

W M
a a

High Angle
W M
d d

R<&)

R(&)

I - C H
6 6

30

8.95

X

107

1.68

X

10 3

1.76

X

10 7

654

I*- C H
6 6

30

1.51

X

10 8

1.55

X

103

3.04

X

107

646

I - C H
6 6
2

32

2.44

X

107

1.64

X

103

5.12

X

106

652

I - C H
2
6 6

54

6.95

X

10 7

1.58

X

103

1.36

X

10 7

645

I ~ CHC1
3
2

30

1.36

X

10 7

1.47

X

10 3

2.42

X

10 6

720

* Solution prepared by diluting stock solution
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for the calculation of the radii of gyration than the usual
Zimm plot method.

The radii of gyration for different POE

fractions in benzene and chloroform obtained from the Zimm
plots and shown in Table 2 are much higher than those obtained
for the same fractions by the Burchard method.
POE-I^ in chloroform exhibits the same scattering
behavior that was described for this fraction in benzene;
this behavior is shown in Figures 4 and 5 and Tables 2 and 3.
The radii of gyration and molecular weights obtained for
POE-I

from both the high and low angle extrapolations are
2

very similar to those obtained for the same fraction in
benzene.
An attempt to cause dissociation of the aggregates in
chloroform solvent by adding amounts of methanol up to 20%
gave negative results.

The extent of aggregation is more

evidently affected by traces of water.

If the chloroform was

not distilled, then considerably smaller extents of aggrega
tion were observed.
In addition to the very large values of M in benzene
w
and chloroform, it should be noted that the A values are very
2

small, despite the fact that these solvents are sometimes
regarded to be good solvents for POE (21,22).
values of A

2

Such small

normally imply that the system is on the verge of

liquid-liquid phase separation (23).

A change in the tempera

ture in such systems gives a marked change in solubility.
However, the data in Table 2 show that the molecular weights
of the aggregates and the second virial coefficients are
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insensitive to temperature over a range from 30°C to 54°C.
This result is important because a natural first supposition
is

that the aggregates are caused by the existence of

crystallites of POE (13).

If crystallites exist, however,

the aggregates should disperse or at least become smaller as
the temperature is raised.
Further evidence of the stability of the aggregates
in benzene is provided by several experiments

by means of

which the angular dependent scattering as a function of time
was examined, following an initial thermal stress.

In

Figure 7 are shown such results for a 0.17% solution of
POE-II in benzene.

After the angular envelope at room tem

perature labeled "before heating" was obtained, the solution
was heated to 70°C for 35 minutes and then returned to room
temperature.

Angular envelopes obtained over a period of

time show that the original curve is gradually recovered,
and thus, that the aggregates are not metastable with respect
to heating.

In Figure 8 such results are shown for two dif

ferent concentrations of POE-II.

Similar experiments were

done in which an initial angular envelope was measured, the
sample was cooled to ca. 5°C for six hours, and then a series
of angular scans were made at room temperature.

The initial

angular envelope was eventually observed; consequently the
aggregates are also not metastable with respect to cooling.
The temperature equilibration experiments give
evidence that the aggregates of POE are not metastable
crystallites.

They have a size which essentially depends only
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Figure 7. Angular Envelopes for Unfractionated
POE—I in Benzene at 30°C Before Heating for 30
Minutes at 70°C and at Various Indicated
Times Following the Heating Period
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Before
heating

6.0

t= 20hrs

/ excess

5.0

r
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2.0
0.17% P O E - I
in benzene
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0.6

sin2 ( J -)

0.8
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1X0

Figure 8. Angular Envelopes for Unfractionated
POE-II in Benzene at 30°C Before Heating Period
(D) and Three Weeks Later (O)
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on the concentration, although this statement must be quali
fied by noting that small differences in intensities were
obtained when different methods of solution preparation were
used.

Although, in principle, complete dissociation of the

aggregates must occur at sufficiently high dilutions, the
solutions studied in this work, although very small, are not
sufficiently dilute for the dissociation to occur.
Strazielle (13) and Elias and Schlumpf (24) found
that filtration of solutions of POE in methanol induces the
formation of crystallites.

By contrast, the aggregates

present in benzene and chloroform that were observed in this
study are neither induced by filtration nor removed by it.
In fact, carefully prepared solutions of POE-I and POE-II in
benzene give essentially the same results whether they are or
are not filtered.
Light scattering measurements of dilute solutions of
POE in benzene and chloroform demonstrated the existence of
large aggregates.

This conclusion was evident after the

scattering data were treated by means of the methods of Zimm
and Burchard.

The scattering behavior of these aggregates

resembles that of particles of spherical shape or highly
branched systems, that is, a plot of P-1(h) versus sin20/2
shows a strong upward curvature.
Light scattering measurements of dilute POE solutions
in methanol and dioxane were also performed.

POE is thought

to be essentially molecularly dispersed in these solvents.
The results of these measurements and their comparison with
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results of POE in benzene and chloroform will be given in the
following section.
PROPERTIES OF THE UNAGGREGATED POLYMER
IN METHANOL AND DIOXANE
Although solubility of the unfractionated POE samples
is less in methanol than in benzene, methanol is a considerably
better solvent for POE in the sense that aggregation occurs to
a small extent and the second virial coefficient is much
larger

for solutions in CH OH than for those in C H ; see the
3

data in Table 2.

6

6

Stock solutions of POE-I and POE-I

in
l
methanol were prepared by initially centrifuging a solution
and then decanting to remove the undissolved material.
Dilutions of the stock solutions were made to prepare the
remainder of the solutions.

Since the centrifuging process

probably effects some degree of fractionation, the various runs
of unfractionated POE in methanol are not strictly comparable.
Dilute solutions of POE-I

2

in methanol did not require

centrifugation.
Results for both unfractionated and fractioned samples
are shown in Figures 9 to 13 and in Table 2.

Results of

osmotic pressure measure on fractions 1^ and 1^ and of [nl
on I and I

are shown in Table 2.

The Zimm plots for both

2

unfractionated and fractioned samples show angular envelopes
that have downward curvature, a characteristic which is asso
ciated in this case with a broad molecular weight distribution
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Figure 9. Zirrun Plot for POE-I in Methanol
at 30°.C, Unpolarized Incident Light,
X = 4358 A
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Figure 10.. Zimm Plot for POE-I; in Methanol
at 30°.C/ Unpolarized Incident Light
A = 4358 A
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Figure 11. Zimm Plot for POE-I, in Methanol
at 30°C, Unpolarized Incident Light,
A = 4358 A
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Figure 12. Zimin Plot for POE-I in Methanol
at 45°C, Unpolarized Incident Light,
X = 4358 Si
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that occurs even in the fractionated material.

Comparison of

the weight average and number average molecular weights in
Table 2 confirms the broad distribution.

Thus the fractiona

tion of POE was not as successful as that of Booth and Price
(15), although their procedure was followed.
An examination of all the Zimm plots for POE samples
in methanol shows that except for the fraction POE-I

, the
2

downward curvature at low scattering angles contrasts with a
region of more moderate intensities at larger scattering
angles.

By adopting a fairly common view (10/13,17,25) that

has a somewhat questionable validity (10), the slope and
intercept of the high angle portion are interpreted to be due
to the molecularly disperse unaggregated polymer, while the
larger molecular weight values and radii of gyration which
are obtained from the low angle portion are considered to be
due to some small residual amount of aggregates.

It is in

this sense that methanol is considered to be a solvent in
which the molecularly dispersed polymer exists.
The molecular weights obtained for the unfractionated
POE-I in methanol depend somewhat on the extent of prior cen
trifugation; in all cases the values obtained have the same
order of magnitude, that is around 106. The radii of gyration
for all the POE-I samples obtained from the low angle scat3 O
tering data are the same, that is 1.6 x 103 A. The radii of
gyration calculated by the extrapolation from the high angle
scattering data, which are taken to correspond to the molecu
larly dispersed polymer in methanol, are in the range of
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400 A.

The Zimin plot of POE-I

2

in methanol (Figure 11) shows

that the scattering intensities are essentially independent
of the angle of observation.

This particular fraction has a

relatively small molecular weight distribution

= 2.6).

The molecular weight and radius of gyration calculated from
this plot are 1.37 x 10s and 400 A, respectively.

These

molecular weight results, the absence of any marked effect
of temperature on the results, the normal Zimm plots, and
the low values of the depolarization ratio, p^, are all con
sistent with the assumption that in methanol the polymer is
molecularly dispersed.
The results obtained for POE in dioxane are somewhat
anomalous.

A stock solution of POE in dioxane was prepared

by centrifugation, and dilutions of the supernatant solution
were made to prepare the solutions.
If the solutions in dioxane were filtered prior to
making the light scattering measurements, the results seen in
Figure 13 were obtained.

The tendency for the angular enve

lopes to exhibit minima is reminiscent of the work of Utiyama
and Kurata on isotactic polystyrene (7,26).

These authors

interpret this effect in terms of the anisotropy of the chain
units.

Data obtained for two different runs on unfractionated

POE-I in dioxane were corrected for the anisotropy effect by
their method, and the results shown in Table 4 were obtained.
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Table 4. Results for Filtered Solutions
of POE-I in Dioxane

T°C

M’
w

M

W

A'

2

A

2

R» (A)

R(A)

6

43

5.20x1054.90x105 12.8x10"“ 14.4x10“*'

181 269

9.6x10"3

42

2.20x10s 2.09x10s 18.1x10"“ 20.0x10"“

207 277

7.4xl0~3

Primed quantities are uncorrected for the infln
ence of the segmental anisotropy, 6.

In dioxane, the corrections for anisotropy are large
enough to be noticeable, but still not of major importance.
The existence of the anisotropic contribution to the scat
tering is of more significance than the magnitude of the
corrections.

The surprisingly large values of

obtained

for the filtered solutions of dioxane will be discussed in
the next section.
The molecular weights that were obtained for the
different fractions of POE in benzene and chloroform are much
larger than those obtained for the same polymer fractions in
methanol and dioxane.

The calculation of the POE-I molecular

weights by extrapolation from the high and low angle scat
tering data yields molecular weights in the range of 107 to
10 , when benzene and chloroform are the solvents.

Scattering

measurements of POE-I in methanol also yield two sets of
apparent molecular weight.

Extrapolation of the scattering

data from the higher angles yields a value for the molecular
weight of POE-I of 6 x 10s, while an extrapolation from the
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lower angles yields a value of 5 x 10e. These results are
similar to those for the various POE-I solutions analyzed,
as Table 2 shows.

POE-I in dioxane has a molecular weight of

5 x 105 which is also smaller than the apparent molecular
weights calculated from scattering data for the same polymer
fraction in benzene.

The same type of differences in

molecular weights are also observed with POE-I . This frac2

tion has an apparent molecular weight of 1.37 x 10s in
methanol; in benzene and chloroform, molecular weights in
the range of 2 x 106 to 1 x 107 are calculated from the
Burchard plots.

These discrepancies in molecular weights are

compatible with the existence of aggregates in benzene and
chloroform.
However, comparisons of the radii of gyration show
similarities in the magnitudes of this parameter for all the
POE samples in the various solvents.

The radii of gyration

that were calculated from the low angle extrapolation of
scattering data of POE in benzene, chloroform, and methanol
are all close to 1.6 x 10

a

O

The radii of gyration that were
j
obtained from extrapolating high angle scattering data of
POE-I and POE-I

A.

in benzene and chloroform range in apparent
O

O

values between 650 and 700 A, and between 400 and 600 A for
the same polymer fractions in methanol.

The similarities in

the radii of gyration of the aggregates of POE in benzene and
chloroform and those of the molecularly dispersed POE in
methanol and dioxane indicate that the aggregates are of a
compact nature.
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ANISOTROPIC PROPERTIES
Table 2 shows very large depolarization ratios, p ,
for POE in benzene, chloroform, and filtered solutions of
dioxane, whereas the values of p

in methanol are small, or
u
comparable to those normally obtained in solutions of chain

molecules.
The values of

in all cases varied only slightly

with the concentration of the solution.

The values reported

in Table 2 are the values at infinite dilution.

The effects

of temperature are not great in benzene, and are undetectable
in methanol.
Fluorescence and secondary scattering were found to
be absent in the systems studied here.

Furthermore, the value

O
obtained for benzene at 30°C and 4358 A was 0.42, in good
agreement with the literature (27).

Accordingly, spurious

instrumental contributions which might give rise to an appa
rent depolarization are absent, and the large values reported
here for solutions of POE in benzene, chloroform, and dioxane
are true depolarizations.

In the case of benzene and chloro

form these large values are to be attributed to the aniso
tropic properties of the aggregates.
To investigate this point more thoroughly, the excess
polarized components of the scattered intensity, Vv, V , H^,
and H, were studied as a function of scattering angle and
h
concentration for all systems studied. As required by the
reciprocity thorem (28) , it was found that V, = H at all
h
v
angles and concentrations. In Figure 14 results are shown at

Figure 14. Reduced Polarized Components
H_,(e.)/c, .H„(0)/c, H (6) /c for POE-I, in
Bdnzene atu320C (A)vand 54°C (o)
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32°C and 54°C for a benzene solution of POE-I , for which
2

the concentration, c = 8.92 x 10"3 g/cc at 32°C.

The largest

of the scattered components is of course V , which in the
present case is dominated by the isotropic scattering, for
according to equation (4) , the isotropic scattering is given
by the difference V (9)-(4/3)H (90°), and the second term
v
h
is smaller than the first term. The theory of anisotropic
scattering from a freely jointed chain predicts that (H /c)
should be independent of the scattering angle (7).

The

results in Figure 18 do not conform to this prediction nor
do the results of the systems treated by Utiyama and Kurata
(7,26).

This is related to the inappropriateness of the

freely jointed chain model to describe the scattering from
anisotropic aggregates, as will be elaborated further below.
However, the prediction of the theory (7) is confirmed that
at a scattering angle of 90°, H =V =H .
v h h
Since non-zero values of H are associated solely with
v
anisotropy, the role played by anisotropic scattering in the
different systems is best assessed by comparing the magnitude
of p and H and the angular dependence of H . Figure 15
u
v
v
compares the reduced quantity H /c for all systems studied.
The significant feature is that H^/c is independent of the
scattering angle in those solvents (methanol and dioxane) in
which aggregation is either absent or small, whereas the
angular dependence of H^/c is appreciable in those solvents
(benzene and chloroform) in which aggregation occurs
extensively.

The occurence of angular dependence of H^/c is

Figure 15. Reduced Anisotropic Component
IL-tQJ/c for POE in Various Solvents:; All
Concentrations are in the range of
3 x 10~3 g/cc. I* Refers to Solutions
Prepared by Diluting a Stock Solution.
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contrary to the behavior predicted by the Utiyama-Kurata
theory that was mentioned above.

Their freely jointed chain

model explicitly ignores orientational correlations between
scattering elements.

In aggregates such as those present in

solutions of POE in benzene and chloroform, such orientational
correlations which involve segments from different molecules
must occur extensively; consequently the deviation from the
freely jointed chain model is not surprising.
While the anisotropic properties of POE in benzene
and chloroform are reasonably explained in terms of aggregate
formation, and while the small contribution of anisotropic
scattering from methanol solutions of POE is understandable
in light of the essentially molecularly dispersed condition
of POE in that solvent, the explanation of the large depolari
zations (p = 0.19) observed from filtered solutions of POE
u
in dioxane is less straightforward. As mentioned previously,
these depolarizations do not arise from fluorescence, mul
tiple scattering, or experimental artifacts.

Since the

polymer is not aggregated in dioxane, and since the segmental
anisotropy of POE

(deduced by the absence of appreciable ani

sotropy of methanol solutions of POE) is small, the cause of
the anisotropic scattering is tentatively assigned to a local
ordering of the dioxane molecules which takes place as a
result of solvation by the chain segments.

However, further

speculation regarding thel molecular basis for this solvation
will not be pursued here.
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HYDRODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OP POE IN BENZENE
In an attempt to find further evidence for aggregate
formation, a small number of hydrodynamicmeasurements were
performed on samplesof POE-I, POE-I

in benzene andmethanol
2

and POE-II in benzene.

Values of the intrinsic-viscosity [n],

and s , the sedimentation constant at infinite dilution are
o
collected in Table 5 for POE-I and POE-II. All quantities
were measured at 20°C.

Results of the other measurements are

presented in Table 2.
Table 5.
Benzene

Hydrodynamic Results for POE in

POE Sample In](dl/g)
I

3.61

II

11.2

1013s (sec)
o

10“6M^

10"6Ma
w

lO"6^ 5
w
0.648

7.31

0.506

980

7.31

0.893

739

a - light scattering in C H
6 6
b - high angle data, light scattering in methanol
ft - from equation 23

Although the intrinsic viscosity of POE-II is much
higher than that of POE-I, it is remarkable that the sedi
mentation coefficients of the samples are the same.

Values

of a "hydrodynamic molecular weight," M , were calculated from
[n] and s

o

by using the equation of Flory and Mandelkern (29,

30):
M2/ 3 = NaT| s P[n]l/ 3/$l/3(l-7p)
"00

(23)
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where

is Avogadro's number, nfl is the solvent viscosity,

v is the partial specific volume of the polymer, p is the
density of the solution, and the quantity (41/ 3P-1) is a
universal constant equal to 2.5 x 10s.

The equation is the

result of combining the equations of Flory for [n] and the
frictional coefficient f ,
0
[ri] = 463/2R 3/M

(24)

and
f

o

= P6l/2n R
o

(25)

with the definition of s ,
o
s

o

= M(l-vp)/N f
A o

to give equation (23).

(26)

Equation (23) was originally derived

for application to monodisperse random coils, so its applica
bility to a system containing aggregates cannot be taken for
ft
granted. The values of M in Table 5 calculated from equation
(23), immediately show the inappropriateness of the FloryMendelkern equation to the system discussed here, because
these values are remarkably low compared to the values of
obtained in benzene by light scattering. In fact, the value
ft
—
of M for POE-I is essentially the same as the value of M
w
obtained in methanol by light scattering in one of the runs
recorded in Table 2.

Thus, equation (23) is unreliable as a

means of ascertaining the existence of aggregates in benzene.
Actually, neither the values of s fl nor of [n] suggest
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the existence of aggregates, nor does the appearance of the
sedimentation diagrams, which contain quite sharp single
peaks.

The insensitivity of intrinsic viscosity methods to

the existence of aggregates in some systems has been pointed
out elsewhere (2,31,32).

In the case of the system POE-

benzene, Booth (15,33) has reported that
[n] = 3.97 x lO"" M^* 686 ,

(26)

where the values of M used in the calibration were obtained
by light scattering in methanol, where aggregation does not
occur.

If aggregation in benzene exerted a significant

influence on the intrinsic viscosity, then either K or a (or
both) would be considerably larger than the values of K 3.97 x 10“14 and a = 0.686 reported by Booth (15).

Intrinsic

viscosity measurements of POE-I and POE-I

in benzene and
2
methanol do not differ greatly from each other as shown in
Table 2.

This corroborates the idea that the presence of

aggregates in benzene does not have a significant influence
on this parameter.

Measurements of shear rate dependence of

the intrinsic viscosity were also performed on POE-I and 1^
in benzene and methanol showing no dependence of this para
meter on the shear stress.
a

However, viscosity measurements on

.07% solution of POE-II in benzene over a range of shear

stresses from 1 to 6 dynes/cm2 showed a decrease in viscosity
of 17% to give the quantitative measure of the extent of nonNewtonian flow.

The molecular weight of POE-II is larger than

that of POE-I or 1^

corroborating the theory that dependence
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of intrinsic viscosity on shear rate stresses increase as
molecular weight increases (2).
The insensitivity of the hydrodynamic measurements to
the presence of aggregates of POE suggests that aggregation in
this system is not accompanied by a significant increase in
hydrodynamic volume.

This constancy of hydrodynamic volume

implies the existence of compact structures.
The Flory-Fox equation has been modified (34) to
include polydispersity as given by equation (27):
[ril = $63//;i< R 2>^ / 2/qHw .

(27)

The factor q takes into account the effect of polydispersity,
becoming unity for monodisperse polymers and larger, than unity
for polydisperse samples.

This equation is used in this work

to calculate the radii of gyration of POE-I and POE-I^ in
benzene assuming 0 condition.

The radius of gyration of

POE-I calculated under these conditions produced a value of
4.3 x 103q 1/ 3A.

This value is larger than that obtained from

the Burchard treatment of light scattering data (Table 3),
but comparable to that obtained from the regular Zimm plot
(Table 2).

In the case of POE-I

2

, a value of 1.5 x 103q 1/ 3A

for the radius of gyration was obtained, which compares
favorably with that calculated from light scattering data
using Burchard's method if the polydispersity parameter is
close to unity.

The apparent contradiction in results could

be based more in the inadequacy of the Flory-Fox theory to
the study aggregates than in the light scattering results
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since the latter is based on a more firm theoretical basis
and is especially suitable to study systems of large
molecular masses.
DISCUSSION
The two features of the results obtained on the
aggregate of POE in benzene and chloroform which are the most
significantly related to the structure of the aggregates are:
(1) the upward curvature in the angular envelopes as seen
from Figures 1-4; and (2) the anisotropic scattering from the
solutions containing aggregates, as seen from the values of
Pu and the data on the polarized components, especially Hv ,
in Figures 18 and 19.
The upward curvature of the angular envelopes is
characteristic of densely packed distributions of scattering
elements, as in spheres or in highly branched systems (35).
Burchard et. al, (20) have obtained data on glycogen solutions
which show upward curvature similar to that in the Figures
1-4.

These results were interpreted by them using a spherical

model of the glycogen molecules, by means of a procedure which
involves replotting the data using a logarithmic scale for the
ordinate values.

In another paper Burchard (19) has considered

the angular envelope for highly branched polycondensates of
the Erlender and French type (36).

The significance of this

work for the present purposes is that he finds that such
systems can have upward curvature in the angular envelopes even
though a broad distribution of molecular weights occurs,
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provided that there is extensive branching.

The branches

arise from physical forces, perhaps hydrogen bonds, between
the ether oxygens and terminal (or other) OH groups, as
described in a previous section.

Evidence of hydrogen bond

ing in benzene solutions of POE has been found by Langbein
(9) using infrared spectroscopy.

Although he considered

these bonds to occur intramolecularly, his results are also
consistent with the existence of intermolecular hydrogen
bonds.

Attempts to remove the OH groups in POE samples by

acetylation and then to see if aggregation no longer occurred
were not successful.
Whatever the basis may be for the aggregation of POE
chains in benzene, the present work, as well as the earlier
work of Elias and Lys (10) and of Liu (37), leaves no room
for doubting the reality of the phenomenon.

Since some type

of intermolecular interaction between chains of POE is
required for aggregation to occur, it is impossible to
accept the conclusions of Booth and Deboy (38) that specific
attractive interactions occur between POE molecules and
benzene molecules.

Their conclusion is based on an attempt

to fit their thermodynamic data (specific volumes and vapor
pressures) to Flory's Equation of State Theory (39/40) of
polymer solutions.

No structural evidence is cited by these

authors in support of their assumption that specific chargetransfer interactions exist between benzene and the ether
oxygens of POE.

Such an interaction between two Lewis bases

is in any case unlikely.

Some more physically plausible
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reason must be sought for the discrepancy between their data
and the results of Flory1s theory.
The anisotropic properties of the aggregate solutions
apparently do not arise from the existence of crystalline
junctions acting as effective cross-links between the POE
chains.

Such crystalline regions would be more sensitive to

the effects of temperature than those observed in this study.
The possibility of some solvent-induced orientation of benzene
and chloroform (such as that postulated above for dioxane
solutions) cannot be ruled out completely, but a more likely
explanation of the anisotropic scattering from the solutions
containing aggregates is that the effective branching process
involves a preferred orientation of contact points between
the chains.

More complete characterization of the aggregate

structure would perhaps be possible if the scattered inten
sities were measured at directions other than those confined
to the scattering plane, as was the case in this study.
The conclusion that the aggregates are rather compact
structures implies that radii of gyration for aggregates
should be comparable to those of the molecularly dispersed
polymers.

The radii of gyration calculated from the usual

Zimm plots are large, having been calculated from the initial
slope of the angular envelopes in the Zimm plots as Figures
1-4 show.

These tangents overestimate the true radii since

the upward curvature is so pronounced.

Wheln Burchard's

methods are used in the manner explained above, radii of
gyration of smaller magnitude are obtained, in agreement
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with the conclusion that the aggregates are compact
structures.
CONCLUSIONS
Studies conducted on high molecular weight POE
samples show that in solutions of benzene and chloroform,
extensive aggregation occurs.

In methanol and dioxane,

both of which are capable of hydrogen bond formation, the
polymer exists essentially molecularly dispersed.
The light scattering envelopes in benzene and chloro
form show an upward curvature similar to that expected for a
sphere or branched system, despite the fact that the system
has a broad molecular weight distribution.

In methanol

the angular envelopes exhibit a moderate downward curvature,
which is expected for a molecularly dispersed solution of a
polymer of broad molecular weight distribution.
dependence of polarized components H^,
with the presence of aggregates.

Angular

are also associated

Aggregates are stable to

time and temperature effects.
Hydrodynamic properties that were studied by sedi
mentation and viscosity measurements fail to show significant
differences between POE in methanol and benzene.
All the information points toward the existence of
aggregates which are of a compact structure, extremely
branched, stable, and anisotropic.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Small angle X-ray scattering is a useful technique to
study the size and shape of polymers in solution.

The intra

molecular scattering function is defined by equation ( 5) in
Part I of this dissertation.

In this case the scattering

particles are the electrons.

The technique makes it possible

to obtain reliable values of the radius of gyration for small
particles, by making measurements at angles very close to the
incident beam.

Information on shape, arrangement of particles

and molecular weight can also be obtained.

In order to

measure particle scattering, it is only necessary that the
particles have an average electron density different from that
of the environment.
X-RAY SCATTERING
The interaction of a beam of X-rays with electrons of
the particles in a medium leads to the phenomenon of X-ray
scattering.

For a random collection of N identical particles,

the scattered intensity is given by equation (1),
1(h) = N I F 2 (h),
e
where I

(1)

is the scattered intensity of a single electron and
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F 2 (h) represents the structure factor of the particle, and is
averaged over all orientations of the particle with respect
to the incident beam (1,2).

For equal probability of all

possible particle orientations, this factor can be written:
—
sin hr.; •
F 2 (h) = 2 2 — ---^
i 3
.
J hr.
xj

(2)

Refer now to Figure 1 on page 1 of this dissertation.
The quantity r _ represents the distance between scattering
points (electrons) within a particle.

The double sum can be

written as a double integral by introduction of a continuous
charge distribution; the scattering centers become infinite
simal volume elements.
—
f

sin hr..
2 (!0 = v

v plPj ■ hr

^

v.avj

(3)

The quantities p. and p. represent the electron density in
i
j
volume elements dv^ and dVj, respectively. In equation (3),
one volume integration can be simplified by changing to a
spherical coordinate system by means of the equality
dvi = r2drd^

(4)

where dfl represents an element of

solid angle.

Equation (3)

now becomes
i»(h) =

h-r-r 2dr/ p.dv./^p.dn
o hr
v 3 3 o x

(5)

Integrations with respect to dfi and dv^ transform equation (5)
to the form
F 2 (h) = /°°P(r)sin
o
hr

4Trr2dr

(6)
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where 4irr2D(r)dr represents the number of electron pairs in
the particle separated by a distance r.

The function D{r)

contains all information about the particle structure that,
in principle,can be derived from measurements of the angular
distribution of X-rays scattered by particles which are ran
domly oriented with respect to the X-ray beam.

Performing a

Fourier inversion on equation (5), there results:
D(r) =

1 /" hF2 (h) —
frrdh
2it
0
hr

(7)

Evaluation of integrals (5) and (7) at r = 0 yields
D(r) |
« Vp2
r=o

(8a)

/°°h2F 2 (h)dh = 2Tr2p M v ,

(8b)

ft

which means that for particles with uniform electron density
the particle volume V can be obtained from X-ray scattering
measurements.
The properties of the structure factor are such that
when h = 0, F 2(0) is given by
F^O) =

n2

(9)

where n is the total number of electrons in the particle.
Guinier has expressed the dependence of the structure factor
on angle of scattering in the form:
F 2(h) == n 2exp(-h2R2/3)
where R is the radius of gyration of the particle.

(10)
This

expression is a good approximation to the rigorous expression
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for the scattering behavior of particles for low angles of
scattering, or what is equivalent, at low values of h.

When

the scattering of a solute in solution is measured, the factor
n 2 should be replaced by a quantity representing the excess
number of electrons; this expression follows. (3)

“effective = (l\ " V
Inthis
v

^

2>*

equation n^ is the number ofelectrons

p is the number of electrons in the

in thesolute,

solventdisplaced by

the solute and v

and p are the partial specific volume of
1
2
solute and density of solvent, respectively.
The observed scattered intensity is expressed as a
function of the scattering factor,
1(h) = I (h) F 2 (h) ,
e

(12)

so the Guinier approximation can be rewritten as: (2)
1(h) = I oexp(-h2R2/3)

(13)

As mentioned earlier, this approximation is valid for all
systems, independent of shape, in the limit of small angles.
Determination of molecular parameters such as the
radius of gyration, geometrical shape, volume, and the
molecular weight of polymers can be obtained with X-ray
scattering in a manner similar to that of light scattering.
For determination of molecular weight, knowledge of the abso
lute density is required (3).

However, in order to have a

measurable excess scattered intensity, the solution must have
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an excess electron density different from zero (1-3).

This

is equivalent to the requirement of having a value for
refractive index increment different from zero in the case of
light scattering.

(See Appendix A for details.)
HEMOGLOBIN

Hemoglobin is a major component of the erythrocytes.
It is responsible for the control and transport of oxygen in
the body.

The molecule is able to do this by undergoing a

reversible reaction with molecular oxygen.

By virtue of

this function, hemoglobin is called a respiratory protein.
The molecule contains four polypeptide chains, two a
and two B chains.

The a chains each contain 141 amino acid

residues while the & chains contain 146 residues.

The amino

acid composition, sequence and position in the structure of
the a and B chains are known for hemoglobin of different
sources (4).

The amino acid composition of human and horse

hemoglobin is given in Table B-l of Appendix B.
acid sequence can be found on page 62 of Ref. 4.

The amino
The molecular

weight and specific volume for hemoglobin have been reported
to be 64,500 and 0.743 ml/g, respectively (4).

Each of these

chains surrounds a porphyrin ring containing an iron atom in
its cavity.

They are held together in a distorted tetra-

hedryl structure by polar and non-polar interactions.

The

heme (porphyrin) groups are bound to the polypeptide chains by
non-covalent bonds, the affinity at neutral pH being very high.
The ferrous ion Pe2+, has a coordination number that
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varies from five to six, depending on the state of the hemo
globin molecule.

Of these coordination sites available, four

are occupied by nitrogens of pyrrole rings that compose the
porphyrin ring.

A fifth ligand is bound through a

nitrogen

atom in an imidazole that is part of the side chain of the
"proximal histidine."

The sixth site is available for

attachment of oxygen or other ligand (4).
The details on the structure of hemoglobin described
have been largely obtained from extensive X-ray crystal
analyses which span a period of at least three decades.
of this work can be found in Ref. 4-14.

Some

E. Antonini and M.

Brunori (4) provide an excellent review of the subject.
Hemoglobin is known to exist in two structurally dif
ferent forms, liganded and unliganded (15-17).

The change of

the system upon ligand binding (i.e. oxygen) is accompanied
by a change in the average position of atomic nuclei in the
molecule, in addition to those that are taking place at the
place of attachment of the ligand.

The rearrangement could

involve the structure of the whole molecule.

These changes

in state of hemoglobin are manifested on the electronic level
by an observable change in the visible absorption spectrum of
hemoglobin. The change involves a transition of Fe 2"^ from a
■

■

high spin to low spin state.
The conformation change of hempglobin has been ex
plained in the following manner.

Upon ligand binding, the

chain of the subunit where the oxygen is attached experiences
structural changes.

These changes spread through the contact
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regions of the molecule and affect the reactivity of the
next still unliganded subunit, which undergoes further changes
upon liganding (heme - heme interaction ).

So binding of a

ligand at one site is coupled to another site through changes
involving the protein conformation.
It seems reasonable that functional interactions
depend on conformational changes associated with bonding of
ligands.

It also seems likely that these interactions are

conditioned by the presence of subunits made up of two dif
ferent kinds of polypeptides.

The hemoglobin HbH, which

contains four identical chains, has a frozen configuration
similar to that of normal deoxyhemoglobin (23).
Various chemical and physical studies have produced
evidence that two distinct forms of hemoglobin exist (18-29).
Chemically it has been shown that changes in reactivity of a
well-identified amino acid side chain occur accompanying the
bonding of a ligand to the heme iron (4,5,15-20).

cysteine

residues exist in position 104 of the a chains and in positions
93 and 112 of 8 chains.

They are present as sulphydryls? some

are "buried" or masked,

and only those in position 8 93 are

available for interaction with specific reagents such as paramercuribenzoate and iodoacetamide.

The reactivity of these

groups depends only on the presence of the ligand on the 8
chains, and is independent of the state of the » subunit.

The

rate of reaction of the sulphydryls is higher for the liganded
form (15,20).
Chemical modifications which abolish these cooperative
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effects in the ligand binding, also abolish the conforma
tional transition (21).

Studies on isolated a and $ chains

show no conformation changes upon ligand binding (4).
Hemoglobin where heme - heme interactions are eliminated
shows no conformational changes either (21).
Measurements of oxygen affinity of hemoglobin have
been performed and are shown in Figure 1 (22-24).

The figure

compares the oxygen affinity of isolated chains with that of
hemoglobin.

The increased 0 2 pressure required for oxygena

tion of hemoglobin as compared with the isolated subunits
implies the presence of heme - heme interactions in the
binding of oxygen to hemoglobin.

The behavior of the free

sites depends on the fraction of sites already occupied by
the ligand.

Neither isolated chains nor tetrameric 8 units

show such interactions.

The effect of organic DPG phosphates

in the oxygen binding will be discussed in another section.
olOO

v 80
oi
o 60
4> 40
oi

-

1.0

1.0

1.0

Figure 1. Oxygen-Equilibrium Curves of Human Hemoglobin
and its Subunits. 3 mg/ml, pH 7.0,. 30°C. Left: AA, a—
chains; *o, hemoglobin. Right: AA, 8-chains, eo,
hemoglobin. Open symbols, in 0.01 M NaCl; solid symbols,
in 0.01 M NaCl and 1 x 10_lf M DPG. (Ref. 23)

X-Ray and Neutron Analyses
With developments in the techniques of X-ray and
neutron analysis in recent years, the study of proteins in
solution as well as in crystals has increased (6-14,25-41).
Various experiments with

hemoglobin from different sources

have dealt with the determination of the radius of gyration,
shape, and volume (25,29,31-36).

A further attempt has been

made to study the differences between the two forms of hemo
globin, that is, oxygenated and deoxygenated (11,12,31-34,
36,40).

Table 1 summarizes the results obtained by different

investigators for the radii of gyration and the volumes of
the particle.

Human, horse, and bovine hemoglobin differ

chemically in the content and sequence of some of the amino
acids (4,12).

However, these differences do not show in the

quaternary structure of hemoglobin as studied by X-ray
analysis.

The amino acid composition of human and horse

hemoglobin is given in Table B-l of Appendix B.

The manner

in which these authors obtained degree of accuracy in the
differences between the radii of gyration of deoxy- and oxy
hemoglobin is not clear.
From the information provided by Table 1, it seems
that the two forms of hemoglobin, liganded and unliganded,
differ in their dimensions.

The largest difference so far

has been reported by Conrad et. al. (29) , this difference
0

being 1.5±0.9 A.

Neutron analyses have shown dxfferences of

the same order as those found in X-ray diffraction, that is,
0.54 A.

These differences actually fall within the
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experimental error associated with calculation of the radii
of gyration.
Calculation of the molecular volume is accompanied by
a much higher uncertainty than that of the radii of gyration.
This arises from the uncertainty associated with calculation
of the invariant as defined by the integral in equation (8b).
The several attempts to calculate the volume of
have given a variety of values.

hemoglobin

Calculation of the X-ray

diffraction data leads to a volume of 95,000 A 3.

(32)

Other

calculations have been conducted in which the volume calcu
lated represents the value in the absence of water of
hydrations.

The most recent work in this area reports a

value of 84,000±2,000 A 3. (37)

This calculation carries a

small uncertainty and its magnitude is smaller than previously
reported values? see Table 1.
The X-ray and neutron scattering methods provide
information on the size and shape of molecules in solutions.
These determinations exclude contributions from external
hydration because the outer solvate envelope does not differ
in its electron density from that of the solvent, so it does
not contribute to the excess electron density in scattering
measurements (3,26).

In contrast, internal hydration may

affect the magnitudes of the molecular parameters.

If the

molecule exhibits sponge-like solvation, the molecule
expands increasing its volume and radius of gyration.

Another

hydration form, inner inclusion of solvent, takes place when
the molecule, as in the case of hemoglobin, possesses a

Table 1. Radii of Gyration and Volumes of Oxy- and Deoxy
Hemoglobin Determined by Neutron and X-ray Small Angle
Scattering and X-ray Diffraction Analysis

Method

X-ray
diffraction

X-ray
low angle
scattering

Source

horse,
human

R(A)
oxy

R(A)
deoxy-oxy

24.3

24.0

0.3

bovine

human

neutron
small angle
scattering

R{&)
deoxy

human

V(&3)
deoxy

V (A3)
oxy

9.5x10?*

Ref.

32

25.9

33

23.0+3

25

26.2±1.2

24.7±1.1

1 .5±0.9

20.6

20.2

0.4

24.3±1.6

23.8+1.6

0.54+0.15

23.7±1

23.7±1

1.05x105±.25

34

24.3+0.5

8.4xl0“±.2

37

1.4x10 5±0.2

1.35x10 5±.2

31

1.05xl0s±.8

33
32
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cavity.

However, if the solvent does not change its

electron density, this type of solvation is not expected to
affect the dimensions or volume of the particle (3).
Studies have also been made of the shape of hemoglobin
in solution.

These studies have been based on a comparison

between the scattering function P(h) of hemoglobin and
of an assumed model (1,25,32).

that

The models that have been

found to give reasonably good match with oxyhemoglobin scat
tering function have been spheres (32) and prolate ellipsoids
of axial ratios between 1.5 and 2. (1,25)

Conrad et. al. (32)

have found that the scattering function of a hollow cylinder
with an inner to outer radius ratio of 0.2 and a height of
twice the outer radius compares favorably with the scattering
function of the deoxyhemoglobin.

These different models do

not necessarily represent the real shape of the hemoglobin
molecule.

The conclusive evidence from X-ray diffraction

analyses have shown that the four chains in the hemoglobin
molecule are placed at the corners of an irregular octahedron.
(8,11)

The distance between irons are equal to or greater
O
than 25 A for both oxy- and deoxy hemoglobin. Table B-2 of
Appendix B gives the distances between the iron of the four
subchains (11).
Organic Phosphates
Organic phosphates are normally present in the red
blood cells in millimolar concentration (4,22,42,43).

They

have a pronounced effect on the oxygen equilibrium of hemo
globin, as shown in Figure 1.

This effect has been more
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extensively studied with 2,3 diphosphoglycerate (DPG) and
adenosine triphosphate (ATP). (4)
Great physiological significance is attributed to
the effect of organic phosphates on the erythrocytes (4,42,
43).

Their presence may control the respiratory function of

hemoglobin and its adaptation to different physiological
conditions.

Studies of the effects of organic phosphates on

isolated subunits in aqueous solutions have shown no linkage
between oxygen and phosphate binding (4.22).

An example of

these studies is presented in Figure 1 in the form of a plot
of percentage of oxygenation of hemoglobin and of the a and
3 subunits in aqueous solutions containing DPG at a concen
tration of 1 x 10"" M as a function of the 02 pressure. The
phosphates have no effect on the oxygen intake of the isolated
chains while they lower the oxygen affinity of hemoglobin
(22).

This discovery contributes to the understanding of the-

physiological significance of presence of organic phosphates
in the erythrocytes, especially of 2,3 DPG which is found in
significant concentrations only in the red cells.

The

function of organic phosphates is described as that of stabi
lizing the deoxy form of hemoglobin which has a low affinity
for oxygen.

In this way the organic phosphates function as

regulators of oxygen transport by hemoglobin (4,8,23,42,43).
Hemoglobin from different mammalian sources has been
shown to have different sensitivity toward oxygen in the
presence of DPG (45).

This behavior should reflect variations

in the binding contacts between hemoglobin and organic

phosphates (45).
The manner in which phosphate binds to hemoglobin has
been a subject of study.

It was originally reported that in

the case of DPG there is one binding site per hemoglobin mole
cule which has high affinity in the deoxy form and low affinity
in the oxygenated molecule (4).

Because of the 1:1 stoichio

metry in hemoglobin it has been proposed that DPG binds in
the central cavity of the molecule (4,22,23).

This bonding is

favored when hemoglobin is in the deoxygenated form due to a
widening of the cavity that accompanies the conformational
change of the molecule.

Experimental evidence shows that

interactions of the DPG take
subunit (44,45).

place more strongly with the 3

This leads to the suggestion that the phos

phate, when inside the cavity of the molecule, interacts
with pairs of residues of the 3 chains.

Ligand binding to

hemoglobin destroys the phosphate interactions due to con
formational changes brought about by the movement of the iron
atoms relative to the porphyrin ring (45), and the phosphate
is expelled from the central cavity.

The evidence for the

presence of 2,3 DPG in the central cavity of the hemoglobin
molecule and its interaction with the 3 subchain has been
supported by X-ray diffraction studies (41).

These studies

have also shown that the conformation of deoxyhemoglobin is
not affected by phosphate binding.

The dimensions of the

molecule were the same as those obtained with deoxyhemoglobin
in the absence of the organic phosphates (45).

The available

evidence indicates clearly that the DPG at the concentration
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in which it occurs in the red blood cells is capable of
regulating the oxygen affinity.

Chapter 2
EXPERIMENTAL
The low angle X-ray instrument used in this work has
been designed to obtain high accuracy of scattered intensity.
To insure high accuracy of results proper alignment of the
instrument is necessary.

Since the instrument has a fairly

new design and was purchased by Louisiana State University
recently, a detailed description of the alignment and proce
dure for its use is given here.
The procedure used for the separation and purification
of hemoglobin from the erythrocytes was adapted from methods
described in the literature.

A detailed description of this

procedure is given in this chapter.

Whenever chemicals were

required, Reagent Grade chemicals without further treatment
were used.
Extensive data for the scattering from hemoglobin
solutions were obtained for a total of at least 62 angles.
To aid in the calculations programs for use in the Wang Model
154 calculator were prepared.

By this means average intensi

ties, standard deviations, and least square analyses were
obtained.

Treatment of the scattering data to obtain different

molecular parameters in general corresponds to the method used
in light scattering.
166
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THE KRATKY X-RAY CAMERA
The Kratky small angle camera manual contains the
details about the different components of the instrument and
on alignment which are not discussed here.

In the descrip

tion that follows the nomenclature used in the instrument
manual has been kept.

Reference to symbols in the figures in

this manual will aid in following the description of alignment
given here.

The schematic arrangement of the Kratky optical

system is shown in Figure 2.
The X-ray tube used is a Siemens type AGCu40 diffrac
tion oil-immersed tube.

The tube has four windows, two of

which generate a line focus of dimension .07 mm x 10 mm and
two which generate a square focus of dimension 1 mm x 0.70 mm.
The camera is set at an angle of 6° from the beam focus.

The

effective projected width of the square focus in the plane
normal to the principal section is 0.7 mm.

The distance

between the collimation system and focus is 60 mm.

The rela

tionships to be used in this work are valid only when the
collimating system is uniformly and completely illuminated;
this illumination, when the collimator is aligned properly, is
possible up to a certain size of entrance slit.

Figure 2

presents the geometry of the camera when the square focus and
the 150 u entrance slit are used; these conditions are those
used in this work.
Proper alignment of the camera consists of obtaining
a beam uniformly distributed both in its horizontal and
vertical dimensions.

The intensity distribution in the
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Figure 2. Optical Arrangement of Components
of the Kratky Low Angle X-ray Camera;
P, Focus; E , Entrance Slit; C, Collimation
System; R, Registration Plane

SCALE

Horizontal i—i 10 cm
Vertical

J 0.25cm
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horizontal (long) dimension, or beam profile, and center of
gravity have to be obtained.

The required angular resolution

is defined in terms of the minimum angle of observation that
is attainable.

This minimum angle depends on the particular

scattering problem and determines the size of the entrance and
counter slits to be used.

These slits are chosen such that

the intensity for a given minimum angle is maximized.
Details about alignment are given in the next section.
Alignment
The geometrical arrangement of X-ray source, colli
mator, vacuum chamber, and registration plane are described in
Figures 2 and 3.
bench first.

The collimator is placed on the optical

The correct height is attained with vertical

supports A , A
X

in such a way that the X-ray beam traverses it.
2

The size of a length-limiting stop is calculated by means of
the geometrical arrangement that is shown in Figure 3.
desired entrance slit is placed in position.
uniform intensity beam should be obtained.

The

A homogenous or
This homogeneity

is checked by placing a fluorescent screen in front of the
collimator.

The beam is observed as it appears and disappears

while the micrometer A

is moved. The beam should appear and
i
disappear homogenously. The collimator can be tilted (moved
sidesays) until the desired homogeneity is obtained by moving
the tilt micrometer p.

micrometer A

i

The best vertical setting given by

is that by which the uniform beam appears and

disappears with a small move of A^ * A needle in front of the
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Figure 3. X-Ray Beam Geometry; F, Focus;
LS, Length Limiting Stops; R, Registration
Plane

R

LS

SCALE

Horizontal

I

2.5 cm
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Vertical

10 cm
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fluorescent screen should project a shadow in the position
corresponding to the center of the horizontal dimension of
the beam.

The center of the beam should remain unaltered when

the beam is observed either at the front of, or at the end of,
the optical bench.
dovetail slides

If this stability is not observed the
and x^ are adjusted until the proper center

is found.
The beam profile is obtained by means of the following
procedure.

First, the counter detector is placed behind a

movable 0.5 mm wide vertical slit at the position where it will
eventually be placed.

The intensity in counts/second is

obtained as a function of the position of the vertical slit.
While these counts are being obtained the height discriminator
should be in the integral mode.
in Figure 4 is obtained.

A trapezoid of the kind shown

The horizontal dimension is the same

as that predicted by the geometrical arrangement shown in
Figure 3.

A note of caution is given; aluminum altenuators

should be used to avoid overloading the detector.
The vacuum chamber that has a counter slit is then
placed in position.

The length limiting stops 1^ and 1^ are

opened, turning screens m

and m . The counter slit is aligned
1
2
parallel to the entrance slit by tilting the vacuum chamber
with the micrometer x.

The stepscanner is moved manually to

allow the vacuum chamber to move vertically in such a way that
the beam is observed to appear and to disappear on the
fluorescent screen placed in front of the slit.
ance and disappearance should occur homogenously.

This appear
The slit
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Figure 4. Profile of the Length of the X-Ray
Beam; (1) Full Line Represents the Profile
Viewed with the Movable Slit; (2) Dash Lines
Represent the Profile Viewed by the Counter
Slit With a Length of 1 cm
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Figure 5. Counts/Second as a Function of
Counter Slit Size; The Zero Position of the
Slit is Obtained by Extrapolation from the
Linear Region in the Manner Shown in the
Graph
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jaw, GB1, and beam stop PF', together form thei counter slit
and should be parallel to each other.

They are made so by

adjusting screw k, then opening and closing the slit with
micrometer S . The beam should appear and disappear uniformly
over its entire length.

Once this is accomplished the length

limiting stops 1 and 1
3

screws m

are closed to read 20 mm by means of
t*

and m .
i

i

The vacuum chamber is then evacuated.

This reduces

the scattering by air in the trajectory of the beam.
counter slit is calibrated next.

The

The zero position of the

counter is obtained by closing the counter slit with micro
meter S . A complete turn of the micrometer screw corresponds
to 250 u.

The slit is opened in small increments, and

counts/sec. are measured.
obtained.

A plot as shown in Figure 5 is

An extrapolationas shown

zero position of the counter slit.

in the figure gives the
The micrometer screw is

set to read this value, then the relative scale put to read 0,
The intensity profile of the width of the primary
beam is determined as follows.

The filter for K Cl radiation
(Ni filter) is placed in position along with appropriate

aluminum attenuators.

The counter slit is set to read 30 V>

and the profile is obtained by scanning through the width of
the beam.

A plot of intensity versus reading of stepscanner,

labeled m, should produce a triangle

as shown in Figure 6.

The center of this triangleis taken

as the center of gravity

of the beam.

The width of the base should be the same as

that predicted by the geometrical arrangement, as shown in
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Figure

6.

The readings of the stepscanner, w, are given

in units of microns.

Knowledge of the center of gravity of

the beam allows calibration of the stepscanner readings w
in terms of the angle of observation.
(16) giverelationships
vation and

Equations {14,15) and

between the minimumangle

ofobser

the entrance and counter slit, andreadings

on the

stepscanner.
z = 2.5E
m = (w + z/2) - (w

<14>

0

+ z /2)
0

(15)

0
= m/a
min

(16)

In these equations z and z are the counter slits used in
o
obtaining the center of gravity and scattering measurements,
respectively.
Counter Detector
The detector used in this work is a proportional
counter.

It is sealed and filled with Xenon and an organic

quenching agent.

It has a quantum efficiency of 70% for a
O
wavelength range of 1.5 - 3.0 A. It works in combination with
a pulse preamplifier which is employed to amplify the electric
pulses obtained from the incident X-ray quanta.
impulses are then sent to a measuring device.

These
A proper work

ing voltage, that which gives negligible fluctuations of
intensity with fluctuations in voltage, is chosen.

This is

accomplished by measuring counts as a function of voltage.
A curve as shown in Figure 7 is obtained.

The voltage is

X80

Figure 6. Profile of the Width of the X-Ray
Beam and Determination of the Center of
Gravity of the Primary Beam
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chosen from the plateau region.

A test to ascertain that

an appropriate voltage is chosen is as follows.

Counts are

taken at the working voltage then at 25 V below and above it.
The distribution of counts should be such that a maximum is
obtained for the chosen voltage and equal counts at either
side of it.

This test for checking the fluctuations in the

counter voltage was performed before collecting scattering data.
Pulse Height Discriminator
Details on the operation of the pulse height discri
minator are given in the Siemens Radiation Measuring Instru
ments Manual.

Figure 8 presents a plot of the distribution

of intensities of the primary beam released by the propor
tional counter as a function of the base line voltage with
the discriminator in integral mode.

Measurements of scattered

intensities were obtained with the discriminator in Position
III which corresponds to a channel width of 1.0 V.

This width

is represented by the vertical lines in Figure 8.
Sample Cell
A Mark glass capillary of 1.84 mm diameter was used.
The capillary is sealed at one end and glued to the cell
holder.

It is then aligned with reference to primary beam

such that it traverses the capillary homogenously through the
center of the capillary.

For this purpose the cell is filled

with a concentrated solution of AgNO

which is able to
3

absorb the X-ray radiation.

A fluorescent screen which is

inside the vacuum chamber is moved to face the beam.

The
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Figure 8. Determination of Baseline for the
Pulse Height Discriminator; Baseline Voltage *
1.20 V; Channel Width = 1.0 V; Counter Voltage =
1.93 KV
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appearance and disappearance of beam is observed by moving
the holder vertically using micrometer p . The holder is
l
tilted with the appropriate screw until the beam is observed
to appear and disappear uniformly.

Then the micrometer p

1

is

moved such that capillary scans the X-ray beam and counts
are taken at each setting as read by micrometer p . A plot
of counts as function of micrometer reading is shown in
Figure 9.

The center of the capillary corresponds to the

minimum of the curve, and the corresponding position of
micrometer p

i

is obtained.
MATERIALS

The normal hemoglobin used in this work was obtained
from a human source.

The isolation was carried out by the

following established procedure (6,20,4,22,46).

Freshly

drawn blood was collected in aqueous 32% sodium citrate at a
pH of 7.3.

The red cells were washed with 0.9% NaCl solution,

centrifuged at 1,000 rpm for fifteen minutes at 4°C and the
supernatant discarded.

The process was repeated six time3.

Following this an equal volume of distilled water and 0.4
volume of toluene were added to the red cells to hemolyze
them.

The mixture was shaken for a few minutes and then cen

trifuged for half an hour at 4,000 rpm and 4°C.

The hemo

globin, dissolved in the supernatant, was collected.

Further

purification was achieved by passing the solution through a
2.5 by 30 cm column filled with Sephadex G-25 using NaCl 0.1
M as elutant.

The hemoglobin collected was dialyzed against
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9. Determination of the Center of the
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a tris (hydroxymethyl) aminomethane buffer solution at pH of
7.0.

The solution was changed at least three times at twelve

hour intervals.

For those hemoglobin solutions which were to

contain DPG, the organic phosphate of desired concentration
(2.5 x 10 ‘‘MJwas then added*

After dialysis, solutions were

stored in sealed vacuum tubes and kept at 4°C.

These

solutions were kept for a maximum of two weeks.
Concentration analysis was performed by a spectroscopic
method.

The absorption spectrum was used for this purpose.

Two absorption bands at 577 and 541 nm with millimolar extinc
tion coefficients 14.6 and 13.8, respectively, were used (4).
Deoxygenated hemoglobin was obtained by opening tubes
under a nitrogen atmosphere.

The solutions were transferred

into the sample capillary and the capillary was sealed.

All

required dilutions were performed under nitrogen atmosphere,
and solvent was always flushed with nitrogen before use.
The possibility of changes in the hemoglobin system
due to exposure to X-ray was considered.

Since at least three

runs were always performed for a given concentration, fresh
solutions were put for each run and results compared with
those obtained when three measurements were obtained with the
same solution.

No differences apart from the standard devia

tion were detected.

In addition, for some of the samples the

absorption spectra were obtained after irradiation.

No

differences between these spectra and those of fresh samples
were found.
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PROCEDURE FOR COLLECTION AND
TREATMENT OF DATA
Data were collected at a set of angles and a total of
10** counts for each angle.

The collimator and vacuum chamber

were evacuated prior to every run.
was checked daily.

Constancy of the baseline

Measurements of counts per unit time of

a standard were always taken before and after a run at a
preset angle.

This standard consisted of a thin polyethylene

film mounted in a holder.

Temperature in the room was always

at 26.0 ± 0.8°C
Measurements of samples were performed at 62 different
angles corresponding to values of h between 1 x 10""2 and
0.17 A -1.
A total of 10 ** counts was always taken at each angle
for both solvents and solutions.

At least three runs were

performed for each sample before an average was obtained.
The data# collected as described, were treated in the
following way.

An average reading at each angle was obtained

and expressed in terms of counts per unit time.
were then compared to the standard used.

These values

Following this an

excess scattered intensity was obtained by subtracting the
scattering due to the solvent from that of the solution.
excess scattered intensity, I

6X

This

(h), represents that scattering

which is due to the solute particles in solution.

A plot of

I (h) as a function of h gives the experimental scattering
ex
curves. Figure 10 shows the excess scattered intensities of
deoxy hemoglobin of different concentrations.

All scattering
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curves are subject to collimation errors {47).

Elimination

of this error was performed by means of a computer program
written by II.B. Stuhmann (48).

Scattered intensities

obtained from the smooth curves as well as the beam profile
at appropriate intervals of h are fed into this program.

The

collimation correction in this work was found to be negligible,
as can be seen by comparing the corrected (desmeared) and
uncorrected (smeared) scattering curves shown in Figure 10 for
solutions of deoxy hemoglobin of different concentrations.
Radius of Gyration
Calculation of the radius of gyration was performed
using the Guinier approximation, equation (13) , as is custo
mary when working with low angle X-ray scattering.

For a

given concentration the slope of the plot In —2— versus h
1(h)
yields the radius of gyration,
R = (3 x slope)L/2 .

(17)

A second plot of the radius of gyration as a function
of concentration was extrapolated to zero concentration to
yield the value of the radius of gyration in the absence of
interparticle interference effects.

This extrapolation was

performed by means of least square analysis.
Volume
The volume V of the particle is determined by
evaluating the invariant Q from the scattering curve corrected
for collimation error, according to the equation:
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V = 2tt2I(0)/Q

(18)

where 1(0) is the scattered intensity at zero angle.

For

desmeared scattered intensity, the invariant is defined by
equation (19):
Q = /°°Ih2dh .
0

(19)

It is necessary to know the behavior of the tail end
of the scattering curve in order to obtain the invariant with
low uncertainty.

For a system that has a uniform electron

density within each phase (no fluctuations due to atomic
structure of the phase) the tail of smeared scattering curve
obeys the relation Iah 3, and for the desmeared curve the
tail should follow the relationship I«h-lt. (1-3)

If the tail

follows the relationship described, a horizontal line is
obtained when (1(h) * h 2) is plotted versus h 1*.

For the

solutions analyzed in this work these relationships were
observed to hold, and calculation of the invariant was per
formed as follows.

For a series of concentrations, the

value of Ih*1 corresponding to the horizontal portion was
obtained.

A plot of c/Ih1* versus concentration was made and

then from an extrapolation to zero concentration the value of
c/Ih1* in the absence of interparticle interference effects
was obtained.

This represents the behavior of the tail end

of the scattering curve in the limit of infinite dilution.
This value was also used to obtain the part of the scattering
function P(h) corresponding to the tail end.
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The invariant and volume may now be defined.
Q = /“ [I(h)/c]
0

h2dh
c= 0

V = 2irz [I (0 )/c]

c=o

(20)

/Q

(21)

These values exist in the absence of concentration effects.
The value [

]
is the reduced scattering of a particle in
c
c=o
the limit of infinite dilution and zero angle. This value is

obtained from a plot of

Jin c/I(0)3

versus concentration.

This plot provides a linear region from which an extrapolation
to infinite dilution is obtained.
Particle Scattering Function P(h)
The scattering function, P (h) , has already been
described in Part I of this dissertation including the method
for determining it from experimental data.

Determination of

P (h) for the hemoglobin samples followed that procedure and
will not be discussed again.
PURPOSE OF RESEARCH
Different physical and chemical evidence has pointed
to the existence of conformational changes of mammalian hemo
globin upon ligand binding.

The interest in these changes

arises from the fact that they seem to be essential for the
respiratory function of hemoglobin.

The interaction of

organic phosphates in the red blood cells with hemoglobin is
thought to control the respiratory function of the hemoglobin.
If the conformational changes that take place in the
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molecule upon oxygen binding cause a change in the electron
density distribution, the effect should be detectable by
the low angle X-ray technique.

This present work reports

a study of the scattering behavior of aqueous solutions of
oxy- and deoxy hemoglobin with and without 2,3 diphosphoglycerate in concentrations comparable to the ones found in the
red blood cells.

Chapter 3
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION .
The results presented in this chapter were obtained
from scattering intensity curves corrected for the collimation
error.

All the calculations performed were involved with the

determination of radii of gyration, volumes, and particle
shapes.

These calculations do not require knowledge of the

absolute intensity of the incident X-ray radiation, so inten
sity values used here were all relative intensities.
RADIUS OF GYRATION
The calculation of the radii of gyration for all the
samples analyzed was performed according to the procedure
described in Chapter 2.

Figure 11 presents a plot of log c/I

versus h for deoxy hemoglobin solutions of five different
concentrations covering the range 10 to 38 mg/ml.

This linear

plot represents the Guinier region of the scattering curve and
covers a range of h between 1.0 x 10“2 and 8.0 x 10-2 A-1.
All other solutions behaved in a similar fashion.

An apparent

radius of gyration at each concentration was obtained from the
slope of these curves.

These values were plotted against

concentration as shown in Figure 12.

Extrapolation to infinite

dilution with least square procedure was performed to obtain
196
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Figure 10. Angular Distribution of Relative
Excess Scattered Intensities of Deoxy
Hemoglobin in Aqueous Solutions of Various
Concentrations; pH = 7.0; Temperature =
26.5 ± 0.8°C; (x) Represents Scattering Data
Uncorrected for Collimation Error; (•)
Represents Scattering Data Corrected for
Collimation Error
(1) 38.9 mg/ml
(2) 32.1 mg/ml
(3) 26.2 mg/ml
(4) 19.4 mg/ml
(5)

11.7 mg/ml
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Figure 11. Plot of In c/I,(h) Versus h 2
for Deoxy Hemoglobin in Aqueous Solutions
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Figure 12. Apparent Radius of Gyration as a
Function of Concentration Extrapolated to
Infinite Dilution; {1) Oxy Hempglobin;
(2) Oxy Hemoglobin with 2,3 DPG; (3) Deoxy
Hemoglobin; (4) Deoxy Hemoglobin with 2,3 DPG
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the radius of gyration free of concentration effects.

The

results of these calculations are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Radii of Gyration of Human Oxy- and
Deoxy Hemoglobin from Low Angle X-Ray Scattering
T = 26.5 + 0.8 °C; pH = 7.0

Sample

Roxy (&)

R

Hemoglobin

26.2+0.8

26.2+0.8

Hemoglobin + 2,3 DPG

26.5+1.0

26.5+1.0

deoxy

(A)

VOLUME
The calculation of the molecular volumes was performed
by means of the invariant in a manner explained in Chapter 2.
The invariant, as defined by equation (20), requires knowledge
of the behavior of the scattering curve at infinitely large
scattering angles.

Since these values were not obtained

experimentally, an approximation to the scattering curve in
that range of angles was required.

The validity of the

assumption of a uniform electron density for the molecule to
have a scattering behavior following the equation
1(h) = K/h4
was verified (1-3).

(22)

Figure 13 presents a plot of 1(h) * h 1*

versus h* for deoxy hemoglobin of different concentrations.
The limiting values represent the value of the constant K in
c
equation (22). A second plot consisting of — versus
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Figure 13. Plot of I • hv Versus h** For
Aqueous Solutions of Deoxy Hemoglobin
*
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concentration was prepared.

Extrapolation of the straight

line obtained to zero concentration produced the value of
(j^) in the absence of concentration effects.

The value

(H)
_ then represents the scattering behavior of the system
K
C “ 0
outside the Guinier region.

Table 3 presents the values

obtained for the different samples studied.
Table 3. Volumes of Oxy- and Deoxy Hemoglobin
Calculated from the Invariant

Sample

(£) x 108
c= o

[1121] x 103 Q x 107

HbO

3.2 + 0.2

3.60

.07

6.4 + 0.4

112 + 11

C

c=0

V x 10~3 (A3)

2
HbO +DPG
2
Hb

3.4 + 0.2

3.76 ± .08

7.2 + 0.4

103 + 10

4.3 ± 0.2

3.62

.07

7.4 ± 0.4

95 ± 10

Hb + DPG

4.4 + 0.2

3.76 + .08

8.5 ± 0.5

89 ±

9

Once the behavior of the tail end of the scattering
curve was determined, plots of 1(h) * h z versus h
prepared for all samples.

were

Figure 14 presents the plot for

deoxy hemoglobin where the vertical line at h = 0.10 A
corresponds to the limit of experimentally obtained values of
O
1(h). For values of h > 0.10 A
the corresponding intensi
ties were calculated from the tail end approximation.

The

invariant for each sample was obtained from the area under
these curves.

Table 3 presents the values obtained for the

invariant.
Besides the invariant, one more factor is required
before the volume can be calculated, namely, the scattering
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Figure 14. Plot of (I/c)h* Versus h For
Aqueous Solutions of Deoxy Hemoglobin in
the Limit of Zero Concentration; The
Vertical Line at h = 0.10 A -*1 Corresponds
to the Upper Limit of Experimental Scattering
Data.
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intensity in the limits of zero angle and concentration.
This was obtained by extrapolation to infinite dilution of
the line obtained from the plot log c/I(0) versus concen
tration.

The results of this extrapolation and the volumes

calculated are shown in Table 3.
SHAPE
The shape of the scattering function of a given
system is influenced by the shape of the particle (1-3).
This effect is observed at high angles where the Guinier
approximation is no longer valid (1-3).

Comparison of the

experimental scattering curve with that of systems of known
shape provides a way of determining the shape of the system
under study.
This approach has been followed in this work, although
its applicability is somewhat limited because data collected
from the different hemoglobin solutions did not go to high
enough values of observation.

The scattering functions P(h)

for oxy- and deoxy hemoglobin were nevertheless calculated
according to the procedure described in Part I of this
dissertation.

The results are shown in Figure 15.

Comparisons were made between the experimental
scattering curves and those of known models.

The models that

have been more commonly used in other studies of hemoglobin
have been spheres (33), ellipsoids (25), and hollow cylinders
(33).

This has been so partly because of the availability of

the scattering functions (see Appendix C) for these models
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Figure 15. Experimental Scattering Function
P (h) ; (o.), .(•) Deoxy Hemoglobin With and
Without 2,3 DPG, Respectively; (x) , (A) Oxy
Hemoglobin With and Without 2,3 DPG,
Respectively
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rather than that they exactly represent the real shape of the
molecule.

The scattering envelopes for spheres and ellipsoids

models were obtained from tabulated values given by Beeman
et. al. (1).

The values for the scattering function of hollow

cylinders have been tabulated by Mittelback and Porod (49).
Figures 16 and 17 compare the values of P(h) for deoxy
hemoglobin with the theoretical functions for prolate and
oblate ellipsoids of different axial ratios.

The axial ratios

p used here represent the ratio of the major to minor axes.
The results are shown in Table 4 where p is the axial ratio,
a and b are the major and minor axes, respectively.

The

volumes corresponding to the different ellipsoids were also
calculated and are shown in Table 4A.

The same type of

analysis was performed for oxy hemoglobin.
The scattering function corresponding to a hollow
cylinder was also compared with the scattering functions of
oxy- and deoxy hemoglobin.

A fit was found for deoxy

hemoglobin when a hollow cylinder has inner and outer radii of
9.4 A and 18.9 A, respectively, and a height of 75.6 A.

For

oxy hemoglobin a hollow cylinder of inner and outer radii of
10.8 A and 21.5 A, respectively, and a height of 68.8 A was
obtained.

Table 4B summarizes the results.

The four polypeptide chains that compose the hemo
globin molecule are roughly located at the corners of an
irregular tetrahedron, as shown'from X-ray diffraction studies
of both oxy- and deoxy hemoglobin (11,17).

Based on these

results, the scattering function of a tetrahedral arrangement
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Figure 16. Comparison of the Experimental
Scattering Function (&) of Deoxy Henroglobin
with Theoretical Scattering Functions of
Prolate Ellipsoids of Axial Ratios p of
(1) 1.8; (2) 2.0; (3) 2.2
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Figure 17. Comparison of the Experimental
Scattering Function ($) of Deoxy Hemoglobin
With Theoretical Scattering Functions of
Oblate Ellipsoids of Axial Ratios p of
(1) 2.5; (2) 3.0; (3) 3.5
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Table 4.
A.

Shape Parameters for Oxy- and Deoxy Hemoglobin

Ellipsoid

■

"11

Sample

II- ...

,

Oblate

Prolate
P

a (A)

Oxy hemoglobin

1.9

47.8

23.9

114,370

Deoxy hemoglobin

2.0

48.4

24.9

118,731

B.

b (A)

V(A3.)

a (A)

b (A)

Oo
V (A )

2.5 ± 0.5

39.9

15.9

106,031

3.0 ± 0.5

40.8

13.6

94,830

P

t

Hollow Cylinder

Sample

O
r.(A)

O
r (A)
o

0
h(A)

oa
V (A )

Oxy hemoglobin

10.8

21.5

68.8

87,246

9.4

18.9

75.6

79,537

Deoxy hemoglobin
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of chains suggests a more realistic model for comparing the
experimental results.

Such a function has been derived (50)

for a regular tetrahedron consisting of four identical
touching spheires of uniform electron density.

The details on

the calculations of this function are presented in Appendix
C.

The radius of gyration of hemoglobin was calculated

assuming that the four subunits are identical and uniform
touching spheres.

The radius of a single sphere was required

for this calculation and was obtained using "dry" volume of
84,000 A 3 for hemoglobin reported by Schelten et. al.

The

value for the radius of gyration obtained from these calcu
lations is 24.7 A.

The details of these calculations are

given in Appendix D.

Figure 18 shows the comparisons of the

experimental scattering functions of oxy- and deoxy hemo
globin with the predicted scattering function for a regular
tetrahedron and of spheres of the same radius of gyration.
O
The volume of a sphere having a radius of gyration of 24.7 A
is calculated to be 1.4 x 10

A 3.

This volume is considerably

larger than those presented in this work as well as those
reported in the literature.

These discrepancies in volumes

and also the poor fit of the theoretical scattering curve of
a uniform sphere with the experimental scattering curves, as
shown in Figure 18, eliminate a spherical model as a probable
shape for hemoglobin.
Comparisons of the experimental scattering curves of
hemoglobin with theioretical functions corresponding to
different simple models show that ellipsoids, hollow cylinders.

Figure 18. Comparison of Experimental
Scattering Functions of Oxy Hemoglobin (o)
and Deoxy Hemoglobin (A) With Theoretical
Scattering Functions of (1) A Uniform
Sphere with R = 26.2 A; (2) A Tetrahedral
Arrangement of Four Identical Uniform
Touching Spheres with R » 24.7 A
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and a tetrahedral arrangement of uniform spheres are equally
able to describe the scattering behavior of hemoglobin in
the range of angles studied in this work.

The differences in

the scattering functions between the different models become
more apparent at the higher angles.

For example, spheres,

tetrahedral arrangements of spheres, and hollow cylinders
show subsidiary maxima while ellipsoids do not.

A more

definite determination of the shape of hemoglobin could be
made if the experimental scattering function extended to
higher angles of observation.

Unfortunately the data reported

in this work do not extend to the range of angles required
for such comparisons, as seen in Figure 18.
Schneider et. al. (36) reported scattering functions
for oxy- and deoxy hemoglobin which extended to higher angles
than the ones obtained in the present work.

Data at the

higher angles were taken from these curves and compared with
the tetrahedron as well as of a sphere of the same radius of
gyration.

Figure 19 presents these comparisons.

These data

will be discussed in the next section.
DISCUSSION
The work presented here was undertaken in an effort
to detect differences in the dimensions and shape between, oxyand deoxy hemoglobin and also to study the effect of organic
phosphates upon these parameters.
The summary of previous work in Table 1 shows that
small differences between the radii of gyration of liganded and
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Figure 19. Comparison of the X-Ray Scattering
Data Reported by Schneider- et.. al. (3.6) for
h > 0.10 a 1 for Oxy Hemoglobin (o) and Deoxy
Hemoglobin (•) With Theoretical Scattering
Functions of (1) Uniform Sphere with R ** 24.7 A*
and (2) A Tetrahedral Arrangement of Four
Identical Uniform Touching Spheres with
R = 24.7 A

O.io

0.04

(2)

P<h)
••

O .V

0.004

0.001

40
h x

IQ2
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unliganded hemoglobin since the difference of 0.3 A in the
results falls within the uncertainty in the extrapolated
values.

The radius of gyration for oxy henroglobin reported

here is larger than previously reported values, while that
of deoxy hemoglobin compares favorably with that reported
by Conrad et. al. (31).

No reason for the discrepancy in the

results for oxy hemoglobin is evident.

Presence of the

organic phosphate 2,3 diphosphoglycerate in solution does
not affect the magnitude of the radii of gyration as seen
from the results shown in Table 2.
The volumes calculated from the invariant and
presented in Table 3 were obtained under the assumption of a
uniform electron density inside the molecule.
It should be pointed out that although smaller values
were always obtained for deoxy hemoglobin they still agree
within experimental error with those of oxy hemoglobin.

An

O*

average value for the volume of hemoglobin of 100,000 A taken
from the results summarized in Table 3 is comparable with
the results reported by other investigators and presented in
Table 1.

Volumes for oxy hemoglobin free of hydration ("dry"

volume) were reported by Schneider et. al. as 105,000 ±
8.000 A 3 (35) and more recently by Schelten as 84,000 ±
2.000 A 3 (37).

If 84,000 A3is assumed to be the dry volume

of oxy hemoglobin in solution, the volume reported in this
work exceeids this dry volume by 16,000. A 3, a difference which
lies outside the limits of experimental error.

Inner solva

tion is known to be responsible for increase in volume and the
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radius of gyration of particles in solution (3).

The larger

volume reported in this work could be rationalized in terms
of inner hydration.

An internal hydration of 16,000 it3

corresponds to 0.14 grams of water per gram of hemoglobin,
assuming that the partial specific volume of the water of
hydration is unity.
The experimental scattering functions presented in
Figure 15 are the same for oxy- and deoxy hemoglobin within
the limits of experimental error and are independent of the
presence of 2,3 DPG.

The particle scattering function, P(h),

is expressed as a series expansion in powers of h, as given
in equation (2a) in Part I of this dissertation.

The

equation can be rewritten as
P (h) = 1 - c h?+ c h 1*- c h 6+ c h 8 - c h 10 + . . .
1

2

3

it

where the first coefficient, c , is equal to <R2>/3.
radius of gyration, R, is known.

(25)

5

The

A linear regression analysis

was performed by means of a computer program to obtain the
coefficients c^ to c^.

Table 5 presents the magnitude of the

most probable values for the coefficients together with their
deviations based on the experimental error associated with
the scattering function P(h). The calculation of the coeffi
cients of equation (25) provides an empirical equation which
is able to reproduce the scattering intensities of hemoglobin
O
over the angular range 0 £ h £ .15 A
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Table 5. Coefficients of the Empirical
Particle Scattering Functions of Oxyand Deoxy Hemoglobin

Oxy hemoglobin

°n

Deoxy hemoglobin
234.,1

228.8

2

3.9 x 10*1 ± 1.5

4.8 x 10" ± 1.5

3

7.1 x 106 ± 5.7

9.6 x 106 ± 5.9

4

7.4 x 106 ± 7.2

1.0 x 107 ± 0.7

5

2.9 x 1010±

*
00

1

4.0 x 1010± 4.3

The interest in determining the shapes of hemoglobin
molecules in aqueous solutions led to comparison of their
scattering curves with those of known models.

These compari

sons showed that in the range of angles covered in this work,
the experimental scattering curves compare favorably with the
scattering functions of hollow cylinders, ellipsoids, and of
four uniform spheres placed at the corners of a regular
tetrahedron.

The scattering data collected in this work do

not go to high enough angles of observation to make a clear
distinction between these models.

However, from what is

known of the structure of hemoglobin, the model of a cylinder
seems an unlikely shape.
It is clear that data at higher angles are required to
make a more accurate description of the shapes of oxy- and
deoxy hemoglobin in solution.
Data at values of h > 0.12 A-1 obtained from scattering

curves reported by. Schneider et. al. (36) show a minimum and
Ov |

a maximum at .16 and .18 A

, respectively.

The intensities

of the maximum for oxy- and deoxy hemoglobin were reported
to be different.

The location and intensity of the secondary

maxima provides a more firm basis for distinguishing shapes.
The spherical and tetrahedral scattering functions predict a
secondary maxima in the same location as shown by Figure 19.
The intensity predicted by the tetrahedral model is in poor
agreement with the experimental values.

Since this region of

the scattering envelope is very sensitive to the shape of the
molecule, this disagreement could be rationalized as follows.
Hemoglobin is composed of 2 a and 2 $ polypeptide chains
arranged in the form of a distorted tetrahedron.
units are slightly different.

The a and 8

The scattering envelope of the

tetrahedral model was obtained assuming a regular tetrahedron
consisting of four identical spheres with distances between
centers of twice the radius of a single sphere.

This is an

oversimplification of the shape of hemoglobin and could
account for the differences obtained with the experimental
scattering function.
The model of a particle with spherical shape had been
previously eliminated based on the larger volume predicted by
this shape and because of the poor fit of its scattering curve
with experimental data as shown in Figures 18 and 19.
However, the intensity of the secondary maximum which this model
predicts agrees well with that reported for oxy hemoglobin and
seen in Figure 19.
satisfactory.

Thei fit with deoxy hemoglobin is less
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CONCLUSIONS
Low angle X-ray scattering studied performed on oxy- and
deoxy hemoglobin solutions showed that:
1.

The dimensions of the molecule as obtained from

the radius of gyration are the same for both forms of hemo
globin within experimental error.
2.

The presence of organic phosphates (2,3 DP6)

does, not affect the scattering behavior of hemoglobin in
either of the two states.
3.

The model of a regular tetrahedron consisting of

four identical and uniform touching spheres provides a
scattering function that fits experimental scattering curves
of hemoglobin reasonably well.
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APPENDIX

A

Determination of Molecular Weight From
Low Angle X-Ray Scattering Data
21.Ol.a2
M = --- -- *---- --B (n -v p )2dc
9

1

d = thickness of the sample (cm)
c = concentration (g/cm3)
1^ = scattered intensity extrapolated to zero angle
a = distance from the sample to the registration
plane (cm)
P

o

n
p
v

- absolute intensity of the primary beam
= number of electrons per gram of solute substance

2

= electron density of the solvent
= partial specific volume of solute substance
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APPENDIX B
Table B-l. Aminoacid Composition o.' Mammalian
Hemoglobin (Aminoacid residuas/aB dimer)(Ref.4)

Amino Acids

Human Adult

Horse

Lysine

22

28

Histidine

19

17

6

6

Aspartic Acid

25

23

Threonine

16

11

Serine

16

18

Glutamic Acid

16

17

Proline

14

10

Glycine

20

23

Alanine

36

29

3

1

31

28

3

2

36

37

6

6

15

13

Tryptophan

3

3

Isoleucine

0

0

Arginine

Cysteine
Valine
Methionine
Leucine
Tyrosine
Phenylamine
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Table B-2. Distances (in A) Between Iron
Atoms in Deoxy- and Oxy Hemoglobin (Ref. 17)

Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe

l
3
i

2
i
2

- Fe
- Fe
- Fe
- Fe
- Fe
- Fe

2
it
3
it
t«
3

B

- £
2
a — a
2
1
a - £
2
1
a - $
1
2
a - £
i
i
a - £
2
2
1

Deoxy Hemoglobin

Oxy Hemoglobin

39.9

33.4

34.9

36.0

24.7

25.0

24.6

25.0

36.9

35.0

36.9

35.0

APPENDIX C
Scattering Functions P(h) For Various Models
1.

Uniform sphere of radius Rs : (1)
=

3a J n h 5 c h » ! 2 2 5 _l2 E , t>

(hRs ) 3

2.

Uniform ellipsoids of revolution of semi-minor
axis b and semi-major axis a * and an axial
ratio p = a/bi (1)
P (h) = fw/z.Oa(hb)[hb(cos20+p2sin2e)1 2lcos9d0
o
(C-2)
where 4>2{hb) = Pg (h) is the scattering function
of a sphere of radius b.

3.

Hollow cylinder of height H, inner radius rand outer radius rQ , and ratio y = r^/r0 : (59)
•
/ h H
it 2 . sin
(
“—t* cos 9)
P(h) = S
*2 l
hH ~.'~T ]ainQdQ

(C-3)

*2Q = W *

(C—4)

0

Q

—j-*C O S 9

'^teol-^duTil!2

where
is the scattering function of a circular
surface.
4.

Tetrahedral arrangement of four uniform spheres:
(50)
The total amplitude of scattering of a tetrahedral
of four uniform spheres is
A = 2
/ exp(ih-r )dv ;
h=J V
n
n

(C-5)

*n " K

<°-6>

+ Pn-
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-b
R is the vector, from an arbitrary origin to the
center of the n
sphere, and
r is the vector from some arbitrary origin to
tfte volume element dv .
n
Substitution of (6) into (5) yields:
A = A

2 exp(iS*R ),
s n= i
n

(C—7)

where A is the amplitude of scattering of a
uniformssphere.
The intensity of scattering is written in the form
1(h)

= as! £x E<exp[ih*(R
i
n-R m)]>.

(C-8)

The average in equation (C-8) is over--all
orientations of the tetrahedron. The scattering
intensity is thus written:
1(h) - A * H
S1* hRnm,
s n m
nR_
nm

(C-9)

where R ^ is the distance between the centers of
spheres
n and m.
■ rfM

1

s in

h R nm

p(h>=Tm m "V'1+2 ^5-iS-fr1

t c '

1 0 )

For the special case cf four spheres touching each
other,
R
= 2R , and
nm
s
P (h)
3sin 2hR
P (h) = -2--- [1 + -------- 2].
4
2hRg

(C-ll)

r

APPENDIX D
1.

Radius of gyration of a tetrahedral arrangement of four
identical uniform touching spheres: (51)
Equation (D-l) defines the radius of gyration.
R

=

/ d2dv
----,
/ dv

(D-l)

V

where d is the distance from a 'point in a single sphere to
the center of mass of the model and is defined in equation
(D-2).
d = r2 +

Lz

- 2rL sin$ sin6

(D-2)

In equation (D-2) 0 £ r < RQ and L is the distance from
a sphere to the center of mass. For a tetrahedron,
L = Rg/sin a/2, where a is the tetrahedral angle and Rg
is the radius of one sphere.
Evaluation of the integral in equation (D-l) yields the
radius of gyration of the tetrahedral model:
r2

2.

,
=| R| +
5 8

Rs
s
sin2a/2

(D-3)

Radius of gyration of hemoglobin, assuming a regular
tetrahedral arrangement of identical uniform touching
spheres: (51)
The anhydrous volume of hemoglobin is 84,000 A 3,(37)
and assuming that each uniform sphere contributes equally
to the total volume, the radius of one sphere is:

R *
S

Qr R = X7.X A.
TT

3

Substitution of R = .14.7 X and the tetrahedral angle in
equation (D-3) yields a radius of gyration of 24.7 A for
hemoglobin.
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